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1. Introduction
On the 25th of September 2015 the United Nations General Assembly adopted resolution
70/1, titled “Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”, also
known as “2030 Agenda”. Within this resolution 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs) are
formulated with the purpose to guide humanity towards a more equal and sustainable future,
as the successor of the Millennium Development Goals. Following the famous statement from
former UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon “There is no Plan B because there is no planet
B.”.[1-2]
Without going into too much detail, these goals are targeting social, political, and industrial
development. Regarding the latter, pollution of soil and water (Goals 3, 6, and 14), and
development of sustainable products and production chains (Goal 12) are core-aspects of the
2030 Agenda and deeply intertwined with the prospect of a brighter future for mankind.
Fossil carbon sources are a limited supply and will, given the current consumption rate, run
out before the end of the 21st century, some estimates going as low as 40 years. Since the
polymer and plastics industry relies almost completely on crude oil and gas as raw materials
this presents a major challenge. In recent years, production of bio based plastics as
sustainable, both biodegradable and non-biodegradable, has increased rapidly with annual
growth-rates between 20 and 100 %. As of 2017 they account for around 2.05 Mt (~1%) of
the 320 Mt large worlds annual plastic production.[3] Furthermore, plastic pollution of land
and water, has been strongly in focus of the public eye, be it classical plastic waste – as for
instance in the Great Pacific garbage patch – or be it micro plastics that are detected more and
more in soil, water, aquatic life, and humans. Seeing that around one fifth of the global
protein consumption is based on fish and seafood, it becomes painfully clear that this largescale-issues have to be addressed as soon as possible.[4]
Since the 1970s, but especially within the last decade, great efforts have been made to reduce
the output of non-biodegradable and unsustainable plastics into the environment. These can
be roughly categorized in two groups of approaches, reduction and substitution.
The former aims at the elimination of “unnecessary” plastic waste, by removal (i.e. ban) of
one-way products like shopping bags, cutlery, and drinking cups from the market. This, of
course, is only effective to a certain degree and relies heavily on wide-range compliance, not
only by end-users, but also by a broad spectrum of governments with largely varying interests.
The second general approach is targeting not elimination, but rather the substitution of
existing products with biodegradable and sustainable alternatives. This strategy has up until
now only been partially successful. On the one hand a range of products from flexible
packaging to (semi-) disposable houseware is already on the market, primarily comprised of
poly lactic acid (PLA) and starch based polymers. On the other hand, “biodegradable” infers
to most customers, that these products can be added to compost at home and will be
decomposed in a reasonable amount of time, this unfortunately is not the case with a lot of
the materials in use and causes problems on the end-user recycling side.[5]
Unfortunately, no all-encompassing solution for the aforementioned challenges that lie in the
future of sustainable production and economy will be presented within this work.
Nevertheless, novel approaches to create (highly) functional materials and surface coatings
from bio-based polymers, especially cellulose-derivatives, will be presented.
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1.1. Polysaccharide based coatings on paper substrates
In this chapter some established applications of polysaccharides (PS) and PS-derivatives as
paper and cardboard coatings will be presented, with the aim to provide a scope of the
current range of uses. Furthermore, some promising research level application will be
discussed.
Looking into paper coatings, especially in the areas of packaging and printing it becomes
apparent, that the 100 % bio based source material is typically coated with a wide range of
unsustainable, fossil resource based materials. These coatings serve a broad range of
purposes, from barrier against gases, water vapor, mineral oil, grease, water, aroma, and
electromagnetic radiation, over improvement of printability and thermal printing, to release
coatings used in labeling applications. As it stands in most areas there are currently no
competitive bio based alternatives that are used on a larger scale, nevertheless there is a range
of applications where polysaccharide based coatings have found use and a plethora of lab
scale systems in almost all aforementioned areas of interest.
The research into PS based coatings has increased immensely over the last three decades, as
can be seen in Figure 1-1 which depicts the “Web of Science” metrics for the search
“polysaccharide+coating”.[6] Since almost all state-of-the-art barrier materials impede
recyclability and biodegradation in a major fashion it comes with no surprise that most of the
present polysaccharide coating research is focused on generating the barrier properties lined
out earlier in this chapter, with the goal to discover more sustainable alternatives. Due to the
size of the body of work published in the last 30 years the reader is pointed towards the
review articles by Park, Tharanathan, and Cazón, which cover a broad range of
polysaccharide based films with focus on their respective barrier properties.[7-9] Despite this,
the work directed towards PS coatings on paper, is a subset of this publications. Mayor
players in this area are starch, alginate, and more recently chitosan.
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Figure 1-1: Results for the search term “polysaccharide+coating” (including quotation marks) on “Web of Science”.
The metrics demonstrate in a facile manner how the research interest in polysaccharide coatings has grown rapidly
in the last two decades and that is does not appear to slow down in any way. [6]

The most prominent example of a polysaccharide that is used on a large scale for coatings in
the paper industry is starch: in fact starch is the third most common component (by weight)
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used in the paper industry as a whole.[10] Next to surface coatings, including sizing, (cationic)
starch is used in waste water treatment to reduce unwanted release of pigments, filler, and
fibers, furthermore it is employed in flocculation and as an additive to improve sheet
formation and operate as internal sizing agent. The use of cationic starch has been
dominating these fields since the efficiency is far greater compared to native starch and the
synthesis is carried out via etherification e.g. with glycidyltrimethylammonium chloride, a low
cost commodity chemical (Figure 1-2).[11-12] Beyond these applications in the sheet formation
process starch is furthermore used as glue, e.g. in corrugated cardboard. [13] In the area of
surface application surface sizing is a process with the aim to modulate wetting and
penetration behavior, e.g. to increase ink-jet printability. In regards to surface coating, starch
is primarily utilized as a co-binder, to increase surface coverage, and smoothness of the
coating. Furthermore, the presence of starch in topcoats decreases coating color
immobilization times thus leading to a better localization of the color. [14] While starch is fully
established in the paper industry, it is not the best starting point for sustainable materials
since the origin of starch, mainly corn, is essential to provide food for humans and livestock.
Up until now this problem is rather theoretical, but if one would plan to substitute for
example the worldwide polyethylene (PE) production with starch based products the
ramifications would be all too real.

Figure 1-2: Synthesis of cationic starch via the “wet” process. The etherification is carried out in a basic aqueous
environment with glycidyltrimethylammonium chloride as example, alternatively the corresponding 3-chloro-2hydroxy compound can be utilized, so form the epoxide in situ. As further development the “dry” process has
gained increasing attention since the 1990s, which utilized only limited amount of moisture to reduce side reactions
and facilitate high degrees of substitution.

Interestingly enough, besides all the auxiliary uses of the starch, the performance of starch as
primary component in top coatings is typically subpar. This is due to the poor mechanical
properties, i.e. cracking, brittleness, etc., which can be achieved. The tensile strength and film
formation of starch coatings can be drastically improved by the addition of methyl cellulose,
which leads to smooth and (semi)flexible coating with good optical properties. Nevertheless,
the very limited barrier against water vapor and negligible barrier against O2 and water
remain unimproved.[15-16] A facile opportunity to improve the intrinsic properties of starch lies
in acetylation, which has been employed successfully. Acetylated starch coatings provide
roughly a 75% increase in water vapor barrier compared to uncoated paper (0 % r.h. to
33 % r.h.), but as soon as the humidity is increased on both sides of the barrier (62 % r.h. to
90 % r.h.), the barrier benefit breaks down to 15 % due to swelling and disruption of the
hydrogen bonds.[17] Similarly acetylated starch coatings show some limited barrier against O2
and CO2 permeation, comparable to cellulose acetate, which is breaking down quickly once
the coatings begins to swell.[18] This parallel to cellulose acetate is mirrored in the behavior
towards liquid water, while some swelling does occur, the coating does not dissolve and does
only absorb limited amounts of water.[19]
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Properties comparable to starch are displayed by alginate coatings, which are produced from
seaweeds in large amounts. They exhibit similar water vapor barrier to starch coatings,
perform worse than chitosan in this area, but achieve Kit-test (TAPPI T 559) values over 11
which opens an interesting opportunity as grease barrier.[20] This grease resistance is
increased even further through blending with starch or chitosan, which has been explained by
synergetic/complementary effects, in the sense that the individual grease resistances are
adding up in the polymer blend.[21-22]
Chitosan, which is prepared by de-acetylation of chitin, Figure 1-3, is known as wet end
additive in papermaking to increase wet web strength during sheet formation. [23] This effect
can be attributed to the cationic nature of chitosan, which also mediates good adhesion to
paper when used in coatings. Studies on the barrier properties of chitosan have been
numerous and are covering barriers against, water vapor, oxygen, CO2, and as an
antimicrobial surface.[24-26] Chitosan, especially in combination with lactic acid, can provide
antimicrobial properties regardless of hydration state, the barrier properties however degrade
rapidly with increased moisture content.[27-28] The good oxygen barrier for example breaks
down as soon as the polymer is swollen, since the crystalline domains providing the barrier
effect are broken down by the ingress of water between the polymer chains. Another factor,
which has impeded the broad application of Chitosan is the pricing. While pharmaceutical
grade products can cost as much as 1000 $/kg, the technical grade is current sold for around
10-20 $/kg, which is far more expensive, than current petrochemical based polymers for these
barrier applications.[29-30] Nevertheless, chitosan is a, if not the, most promising bio polymer
for the generation of oxygen barriers, once the price drops, since commercial O2 barriers like
EVOH are moisture sensitive in a similar manner.

Figure 1-3: Shellfish, in this example shrimp, is the typical starting point the industrial scale synthesis of chitosan.
More precisely the waste from the food industry, i.e. the shells, is the material of interest as it contains the desired
chitin. After several chemical cleaning steps, typically involving subsequent alkali, acid, solvent, and bleach
treatments, the crude chitin is isolated, which can already be used in some applications. To afford chitosan, the
chitin is deacetylated with aqueous NaOH in separate reaction, where the degree of deacetylation and molecular
weight can be adjusted. (The picture on the left is licensed under CC0, i.e. public domain, free for all uses). [31]

This leaves the group of coatings based on polysaccharide composites, where the research has
been focused on composites constituted of a polymeric component and small molecules like
waxes, acids, or surfactants, and materials composed from a polymer and inorganic layered
silicates (nano clay).
Often, small molecule components are introduced to address the shortcomings of the intrinsic
polysaccharide properties. For example, chitosan coatings have been successfully combined
with carnauba wax and bees wax to decrease the strong effect of moisture on the oxygen
barrier and also increase the resistance against grease.[32-33] In the case of chitosan coatings,
this still leaves poor mechanical properties – e.g. low tensile strength – which lead to brittle
coatings. One strategy to address this is the addition of plasticizers, like lipids or glycerin.
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Unfortunately, the incorporation of plasticizers, by design, disturbs the formation of large
crystal domains, which are for the best part responsible for good oxygen barrier, hence it
comes as no surprise, that with the use of plasticizers, the oxygen barrier decreases rapidly. [34]
Intriguing properties of coatings from the hydroxypropyl methyl- and methyl- cellulose ethers
and a mixture of palmitic and stearic acid have been reported by Kester. These highly
hygroscopic cellulose ethers together with the fatty acids form a water vapor barrier with
permeability just 5-8 times higher than PVC and PE. This behavior is explained by partial
phase separation and crystallization of the acids via hydrogen bond formation. Most
remarkably these coatings hold their properties even when tested under high humidity
(65 % r.h. to 97 % r.h.), making them superficially stand out in comparison to most other
polysaccharide based coatings.[7, 35]
The research regarding composites of polysaccharides and layered silicates could easily fill a
whole chapter, when looking at biopolymers and nano clay in general even a book. Thus the
following will only be a brief overview and the reader is referred to the review articles by
Grewal, Pavlidou, and Alateyah as starting point for a more comprehensive and detailed
coverage. [36-38] The basic operating principle on nano clay composites relies effectively on
diffusion path elongation by the incorporation of mineral particles. The minerals are made up
of 1 nm thick clay sheets, that are naturally occurring due to a sandwich-like structure build
by two tetrahedric silica sheets and one octahedric sheet of alumina. These sheets exhibit
typical lateral sizes between 0.1 and 1 µm, leading to aspect ratios as high as 1000. When a
given coating is combined with these nano clays – ideally – a brickwork-like structure is
formed, which forces any diffusing compound, like oxygen, water, etc. to follow a highly
elongated path, as displayed in Figure 1-4. The path length elongation is proportional to the
aspect ratio and volume fraction of the nano clay in the barrier coating. An impressive
example for this is presented by Laufer, who prepared a multilayered system from
montmorillonite clay, chitosan and carrageenan, which improved the barrier of a PET-film
against oxygen by a factor of 30, by applying just 55 nm of coating. [39] Generally the reported
improvement factor by incorporation of nano clay is located more in the range of 2 to 10,
which is still impressive and explains the large body of work that has been produced in the
last two decades. While this in a technology with great possibilities, there are some limitations
and challenges during the application of nano clay in polysaccharide coatings. The primary
obstacle lies in the need for exfoliation of the clay sheets from larger aggregates, this is the
basic prerequisite to generate the elongated diffusion path. To achieve this, the ionic
interactions – which are mediated by cations between the clay layers – have to be overcome.
There are numerous methods described to achieve exfoliation, involving exchange of the
sodium ions with organic cations, ultrasonic treatment and a range of dispersion methods. A
second challenge is that the silicates have to align in a roughly layered manner in the polymer
matrix, which again can be modulated by addition of surfactants and melt dispersion
methods. Lastly most of the produced nano composites exhibit poor tensile strength, which in
turn has been addressed with plasticizers, once again impeding the barrier properties.
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Figure 1-4: A simplified representation of the effect that nano clay (black) has on the diffusion of oxygen (orange)
through a polymer film (blue). While the diffusion rate of the gas through the polymer matrix is essentially
unchanged, the effective diffusion path can be elongated to yield diffusion characteristics similar to a much thicker
polymer layer. Note that this assumes no interaction between the diffusing molecules and the clay, and that this
representation is not to scale.

To sum this chapter up, polysaccharides in combination with paper are currently used in a
broad range of fields, while industry-wise limited to the use of process additive and sizing
agent, the research literature focuses mainly on barrier properties. One topic that is currently
rather limited is the investigation into high-performance, or functional coatings derived from
polysaccharides.
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1.2. Cellulose derivatives and their suitability for surface coatings
One typical use and a big contributor to the unintentional environmental release of polymers
are surface coatings. There are in essence two major uses for polymers in these coatings, the
first is as secondary component in paint formulations, where they act for example as a binder
for particle based systems, modulator for viscosity, charge, water retention, and also as
stabilizer to inhibit aggregation. The other large scale use of polymers in coatings is as
functional barrier layer or semipermeable membranes. In these applications the polymer itself
blocks the passage of specific substances, e.g. gases, water, water vapor, or hydrocarbons. A
general overview of cellulose derivatives, grouped by production method and solubility is
displayed in Figure 1-5.

Figure 1-5: Overview about common cellulose derivatives, which are produced on an industrial scale. The derivatives
are divided by method of production (esterification/etherification) and grouped by solubility. While this overview
demonstrates the broad range of cellulose based materials, that are already in use, it is by no means complete and
should not be regarded as such.[40]

Since more than 70 years, cellulose esters (CEs) play an important role as sustainable
materials, used in a wide range of industries and markets, from coating additive to filtration
membrane.[41] Note: to describe cellulose derivatives, the degree of substitution (DS) is the
parameter of choice as it provides the number of substituted hydroxyl groups per
anhydroglucose unit (AGU, Figure 1-6), which is a value between 0 (no modification) to 3
(complete substitution).

Figure 1-6: The formal repeating unit of cellulose is cellobiose, which consist of two β14 linked D-glucose subunits
which are rotated 180° to one another. Rather than using this formally correct cellobiose, it is established practice
to refer molecular properties like degree of polymerization (DP, denoted “n” in the figure above) and the degree
of substitution to the anhydroglucose unit (AGU).
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The CEs used, and in fact the only ones that are produced on a large industrial scale at this
point in time are nitrocellulose (NC) and cellulose esters with acetic, propionic, and butyric
acid (CA, CAP, CAB). All industrial processes to produce cellulose esters are initially
heterogeneous, leading to challenges further discussed in chapter 1.2. The procedures to
produce these inorganic and organic esters of cellulose are somewhat similar. To synthesize
nitrocellulose (NC), cellulose (typically from cotton) is placed in a mixture of nitric and
sulfuric acid. These acid mixture generates nitronium ions, which are highly reactive and
capable of reaction with the rather unreactive cellulose alcohol groups. [42] Comparatively, the
general procedure for the preparation of organic CEs utilizes the so called acetic
acid/anhydride process. In this approach, cellulose is suspended in a mixture of acetic acid,
the desired acid anhydride, i.e. acetic acid, propionic acid, and/or butyric acid anhydride, and
a catalytic amount of sulfuric acid. It is theorized, that the sulfuric acid forms a mixed
anhydride with the present acyl compound, which generates highly reactive acyl cations –
similar to the nitronium ions in the nitrocellulose process – that are susceptible to nucleophilic
attack by the alcohol moieties of the cellulose to form the desired product. In the case of the
cellulose acetate synthesis, the reaction is also carried out in dichloromethane to reduce the
amount of catalyst needed and improve reaction control.[43]
Applications for nitrocellulose range from the use as main propellant in smokeless
gunpowder, over lacquers which are used in surface coatings due to their exceptional film
forming properties, and finally in celluloid, which is despite its high inflammability still in use
in some niche markets, for example in ping-pong balls.[44] In addition NC has found
widespread use in life science applications – e.g. northern- and western blots, and lateral flow
assays – due to the high affinity to bind proteins nonspecifically.
Cellulose ester with organic acids are utilized in an even wider area of applications. Within
the organic CEs, cellulose acetate (CA) is dominating commercially. The market size, based on
one source, was between 4.82 and 8.76 billion $ in 2017 with an expected annual growth rate
between 3.6 and 6 % until 2023. While over 80 % of the global production volume of CA are
utilized in cigarette filters, CA finds also use as fibers in the textile industry, as extruded foil
for labeling and tapes and in extrusion molding, to create everyday items like shirt buttons or
hair combs. Whereas CA is used in dominantly as structural material in applications where
mechanical toughness is required, CAP and CAB are primarily used in coating formulations
and printing inks, e.g. as binder, viscosity modulator, film forming agent, pigment orientation
aid, curing additive, and to control color.[41, 45-48]
Regarding esters of cellulose with aliphatic acids larger than butyric acid, commonly referred
to as long chain or fatty acid cellulose esters, the application has been limited to research level
in the past. The main reason for this is the trend of reactivity, which greatly diminishes with
increasing acid hydrocarbon chain length from acetic acid to butyric acid anhydride in the
aforementioned industrial process.[49-51]
To produce long chain cellulose esters a wide range of techniques have been investigated on
the laboratory and even pilot scale, but an industrial scale production is not yet established.
The following passage is intended to give a brief overview over some of these approaches but
is not a comprehensive review, since this topic alone is worth its own book. Fortunately, this
has been covered by Heinze, Liebert, and Koschella, in “Esterification of Polysaccharides” to
which the reader is referred for further study.[43]
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Since the limited reactivity of longer chain acid anhydrides towards cellulose is getting to low
to produce substantial degrees of substitution, alternative routes of esterification have to
be applied. Looking at the reactivity of acyl compounds in esterifications, the reactivity
increases with decreased mesomeric stabilization of the C=O double bond and thus a higher
affinity of the leaving group to get cleaved of during the nucleophilic attack by the alcohol.[52]
This is already exploited in the acetic acid/anhydride process by the in-situ activation of the
acid anhydride with sulfuric acid via formation of the mixed anhydride of sulfuric and acetic
acid. This process does, however, not provide suitable activation for longer chain acids, which
lead to the study of alternative ways of (in situ) activation (Figure 1-7).

Figure 1-7: Proposed reaction scheme for the formation of highly reactive acetyl sulfuric acid. The carbocation is an
exceptional electrophile, and thus highly susceptible towards a nucleophilic attack, since the leaving group (see
Figure 3-1), formally HSO4-, is already dissociated.[43]

One large group of methods is using an “impeller” approach. The sulfuric acid catalyst used in
the classic anhydride process is herein substituted by a range of more efficient catalysts, such
as N-bromosuccinimide or the anhydrides of chloroacetic and trifluoroacetic acid. These
compounds form highly reactive intermediates with the long chain acids and provide excellent
leaving groups for succeeding reaction with the cellulose. After this reaction the “impeller”compound is regenerated and will act as catalyst over and over in the same manner, therefore
the name “impeller”.[53-56]
The second group of approaches involves the use of bases, either catalytic or as scavenger.
This is an important pathway, since the aforementioned acidic approach is always
accompanied by degradation of the cellulose. While in an industrial setting, this is rather
convenient side-effect to adjust chain-length and thus the viscosity of the product, it
inherently adds a second, non-independent variable. A system utilizing basic catalysis – or
basic reaction conditions in general – can, while not eliminate, greatly decrease this side
reaction, depending on the base used. Typical bases for this purpose are pyridine and
trimethylamine, sometimes in combination with N,N'-Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) and
4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) or 4-pyrollidinopyridine (PP) following the Steglich
esterification route [57-58] Furthermore, instead of acid anhydrides, acid chlorides can also be
used in combination with pyridine as catalyst/scavenger and solvent at once in a SchottenBaumann-type reaction to form fatty acid cellulose esters. While this method yields high
degrees of substitution even with stearic acid in short (<1 h) reaction times, the price of this
is payed during a multistep workup, involving several extraction steps with a number of
organic solvents. Of course, the use of rather large amounts of the toxic pyridine and the
problematic workup impede large scale production in this way.[59-61]
The third and last group utilizes transesterification to produce long chain acids of cellulose.
First work in this area dates back to 1921, where Wittka and Grün used ethyl stearate and
ethyl laureate to produce the respective cellulose esters. The reaction conditions reported
were rather violent – 5-6h at 270 °C under H2-atmosphere – nevertheless they achieved, at
least with ethyl stearate, high degrees of substitution, but were struggling with different esters
and polymer degradation.[62] The general idea has been revisited several times in the last
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century and underwent stepwise improvement. For starters, the addition of alkaline
compounds (sodium- or potassium hydroxide) yielded better results under much milder
reaction conditions, furthermore the introduction of microwave assisted synthesis and
combination with an impeller yielded better reaction control.[56, 63] The, as of yet, last iteration
step was the introduction of vinyl esters, which was most interestingly disclosed already in
1969, but has only recently garnered a broad scientific interest. This method relies on the
isomerization of the leaving group after the reaction. Vinyl alcohol isomerizes to the
thermodynamic stable tautomer acetaldehyde. This inhibits the reverse reaction and thus
increases the conversion rate and makes it possible to achieve good esterification even with
mild bases such as K2CO3.[64-66]
Most of the aforementioned methods for cellulose esterification have been employed in
heterogeneous and homogeneous conversions, respectively. To illustrate the differences and
respective challenges, the acetylation of cellulose will be used as example. During the
heterogeneous process, cellulose is, typically after alkaline activation, suspended in the
reaction mixture and the reaction is starting. In the beginning, the suspended cellulose is
esterified from the surface to the inner part of the material starting with the alcohol functions
on the material’s surface that are exposed to the reactants. In the course of this conversion the
substitution patterns on the cellulose chains are not random, since parts of the polymer that
are partially esterified become more soluble, thus more reactive, and are therefore preferably
acetylated.[67] Because of this, if the acetylation would be stopped once an overall DS of 2.5
(typical for industrial grade CA) is reached, one would be left with the product as a mixture of
random substitution patterns and with poorly defined properties. To circumvent this, the
acetylation is run until a DS of 3 is achieved, during which the reaction becomes
homogeneous. This cellulose tri acetate (CTA) is also commonly referred to as primary acetate
since it is the result of the first reaction step. While this product is well defined in regards to
the substitution pattern, the primary acetate exhibits poor solubility, limited thermoplasticity,
and often insufficient mechanical properties (brittleness). Therefore this intermediate product
is partly hydrolyzed in a consecutive step to yield the widely used secondary acetate with a
degree of substitution of approximately 2.5.[68-69] This illustrates both, the strengths and
weaknesses of an (initially) heterogenic process. On the one hand, without much, if any,
complicated preparation a completely esterified cellulose derivative can be synthesized and
DP can be adjusted via process parameters. On the other hand, this step has to be run to
completion to yield a defined product, and a second reaction is necessary. In fact this is done
to somewhat extreme levels, where the readily water soluble CA with a DS of 0.6-0.9 is
produced via hydrolysis of primary acetate (DS 3). This poor atomic efficiency and the
necessity for longer chain acid esters to use rather aggressive chemistry (like the SchottenBaumann-synthesis), represent serious challenges in research and application of more
sophisticated cellulose derivatives.
These challenges have been addressed through various solvent systems for cellulose, which
can be classified as depicted in Figure 1-8. Dissolution of the cellulose enables quantitative
and tailored conversion, trough good control of the distribution of the substituents and degree
of substitution.[70] Although considerable work has been done using these solvent systems,
each of them comes with specific limitations. Specifically, the majority rely on solvents with
high boiling points (e.g., DMAc/LiCl, DMF/N2O2, and DMSO/TBAF), which can pose a
challenge in workup, whereas others are water based (e.g. cuprammonium hydroxide (Cuam)
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and cupriethylenediamine hydroxide (Cuen)) or contain ammonia and thus limit the available
chemistry considerably.[71-75]

Figure 1-8: Classification of cellulose solvent systems based on the solvent method (i.e. with or without covalent
modification of the cellulose) and the presence of water. The systems listed are the most prominent examples,
nevertheless a plethora of different variations, with i.e. different salts, counter ions, etc. is reported. [71]

1.3. Hydroxypropyl Cellulose
Given the various cellulose derivatives with different properties that are readily available and
produced on an industrial scale, it becomes an obvious choice to use one of them as a bio
based building block for further functionalization while avoiding the drawbacks of either of
the aforementioned strategies. This approach opens up the possibility of using accessible
cellulose derivatives with high intrinsic solubility in common organic solvents, like the
examples provided in Figure 1-5. When screening the available cellulose esters, ethers, and
combinations thereof, with further functionalization in mind, some benchmarks have to be
established. The most relevant parameters are: solubility in common organic solvents,
remaining reactive functions, production volume, and price. Based on this, partially esterified
celluloses present two distinct challenges. First of all, the reactive domains are partially
occupied by the ester groups that are essential for the solubility, furthermore the solubility of
short chain CE´s changes drastically with the degree of substitution. For low DS values (<1)
they are soluble in water, while they become soluble in 2-methoxy-ethanol, acetone, and
finally in chloroform and dichloromethane with increasing DS. Note, that each of these
solubilities is mutually exclusive, which infers that during homogeneous modification one will
most certainly run into solubility issues.[43, 76] Because of this commercial CEs have been
disregarded as starting points for further conversion in this work.
A good alternative to CEs can be found in cellulose ethers, which are similar to CEs in regards
to production volume and marked size (6.41 bn $ in 2017) and therefore comparatively
available, while exhibiting promising intrinsic solution properties. [77] During the evaluation of
cellulose ethers, we have to visit three groups: alkyl-, hydroxyalkyl-, and carboxymethyl
celluloses. The well-established carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), which is used widely in food
and drug preparation, is completely insoluble in organic solvents, although some literature
points towards water-based modification, the available chemistry would be too limited and
thus CMC was discarded in the selection process.[78] There are three notable cellulose alkylethers, namely methyl, ethyl, and ethyl methyl cellulose. Methyl cellulose is soluble in organic
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solvents at high degrees of substitution (exceeding DS 2) and at lower DS only cold water can
dissolve this polymer, since it exhibits a lower critical solution temperature (LCST).
Comparatively, ethyl and ethyl methyl cellulose are also – depending on the respective DS –
soluble in common organic solvents like acetone, alcohols, toluene, and THF. While this
appears promising, the required ethyl content is also quiet high (about 46 %), which
corresponds to a DS of 2.44.[79] This is leaving at best half a reactive function per AGU for
further modification, on average. Finally, hydroxyalkyl ethers, i.e. hydroxyethyl and
hydroxypropyl cellulose remain for consideration. Both of these retain all three reactive
moieties per AGU since every etherification of an alcohol with an epoxide in turn generates a
new alcohol function. Nevertheless, hydroxyethyl cellulose is only soluble in a limited amount
of solvents (e.g. DMF, DMAc, and DMSO) which would in turn limit the amount of possible
modifications.[80] Consequently, hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) remains as building block.
HPC exhibits good solubility in a wide range of polar organic solvents (e.g. THF, Chloroform,
Acetone, Pyridine, MeOH, EtOH, DMF, DMSO, ethyl acetate) and still provides three alcohol
functionalities per anhydroglucose unit. Furthermore, it is readily available because of its
widespread industrial use in concrete and food manufacturing. [81] The combination of these
two aspects makes HPC, within the scope of this work, a very promising bio-based starting
point for the synthesis of functional polymers.
HPC is synthesized from cellulose, which is treated with sodium hydroxide solution
(optionally in the presence of a dispersant like hexane or toluene) to form the more reactive
alkali cellulose, this aqueous dispersion then undergoes etherification with propylene oxide.
During workup, the crude product is washed with hot water, this treatment utilizes the LCST
of HPC and provides a facile method to remove undesired impurities(Figure 1-9).[82] Since it is
possible for propylene oxide to react with already formed hydroxypropyl groups on the
cellulose chain, the degree of substitution is insufficient to describe the actual degree of
modification. Because of this predicament, the molar substitution (MS) ratio, i.e. the number
of propylene oxide groups added per AGU during reaction, was introduced as facile measure.
While the cellulose involved in the HPC synthesis is, of course, renewable by nature, the
propylene oxide (PO) asks for further investigation. PO is synthesized from propylene, via
different processes. The oldest route is involving two steps, first propylene is converted to the
corresponding chlorohydrin and in a second step dehydrochlorinated PO is produced. Due to
a range of (unwanted) side reactions, direct oxidation of propylene, the second approach, has
risen massively in importance during the last decades. One of the two dominant propylene
oxidation methods without byproducts is the cumene hydroperoxide process, where the
oxidizing agent can be regenerated and reused. The “even greener” hydrogen peroxide
propylene oxide process uses solely H2O2 as oxidizing agent, which is mediated via transitionmetal-catalysis, with the only “byproduct” being water. This route leads to the next step up,
the sustainability of propylene production.[83] As of today propylene – at least on an industrial
scale – currently only produced from fossil resources, nevertheless a range of promising
photocatalytic and enzymatic processes to synthesize propylene from biomass have been
reported in recent years.[84-87] These processes are currently not pursued on an industrial
scale, simply since they are too expensive in contrast to the, at least at the moment, still
comparatively cheap fossil resource based processes.
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Figure 1-9: Synthesis of HPC, starting from cellulose. The cellulose is converted to alkali cellulose using NaOH and
subsequently etherified with propylene oxide to yield the crude product. The phase transition induced by
exceeding the LCST, which is exploited during workup is illustrated on the lower left in a model demonstration.

HPC and some of its esters have already been investigated in a range of different fields in the
past, with a focus on their mesophasic behavior and thermal properties. The research into the
mesophasic properties of HPC derivatives, for instance the studies performed by Steinmeier,
Tu, Ishizaki, Hou, Tseng, Huang, Fangmin or Yamagshi, was and is driven primarily by the
desire to understand and control the liquid-crystalline phases which are present in HPC esters
with short-chain acyl groups (up to the heptanoic acid derivative).[88-96] The researchers used
a range of protocols utilizing the given acid chloride without further additive, either in
pyridine, acetone, THF/pyridine, or without solvent (effectively leading to heterogeneous
conditions). Another system, used by Khan, to yield amino-acid esters of HPC involved
standard EDC-coupling, known from peptide synthesis protocols.[95] The choices, at least
based on the published data, appear arbitrary without concern for reaction kinetics, possible
chain degradation or even inhomogeneous substitution patterns. This is not meant to criticize
the approaches taken, all studies mentioned provided interesting insights into the mesophasic
properties of HPC derivatives, they simply employed one protocol that worked and produced
the desired material.
Nevertheless, this points towards a general lack in research of the fundamental understanding
of HPC esterification, core questions in the topic, like optimal solvent, optimal catalyst,
reactivity of different acids, and kinetics have not been addressed systematically in the
research literature. Regarding long chain fatty acid HPC esters, the body of work in the
scientific literature is rather small, the organic synthetic routes utilized pyridine as solvent,
DMAc as catalyst and tosyl chloride for in situ activation.[97-98] Chen et al. used a mixture of
stearic and palmitic acid with an excess of 9 equivalents per AGU and achieved full
esterification (determined via mass gain) after 50 hours of reaction time, but gave no
indication of respective degrees of substitution. Their primary research target was the
investigation of these HPC esters as thermal storage material, and again not the actual
chemistry to produce the material. At the time of this writing the only other research covering
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HPC fatty acid esters is using an enzyme-mediated approach to achieve esterification of HPC
with lauric acid, which yielded ester contents of 14- 15 %, since no MS for the used HPC is
given, an assumed best case (i.e. lowest water soluble MS) gives a corresponding DS of
roughly 0.8 after 184 h (8 days). The lauric acid equivalents were not precisely determined
(since the MS was unknown) but fall in the range between 8 and 20 equiv. and there was no
correlation found between lauric acid equiv. and achieved DS.[99]
Furthermore, there appear to be no follow up-studies conducted on either of the presented
investigations and there is currently no work utilizing HPC fatty acid derivatives in coatings of
any kind in the literature pointing towards an untapped field of high potential research.
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1.4. Stimulus responsive coatings (on paper)
Due to the broad nature of the field, only a small portion of stimulus responsive materials will
be covered in this chapter. The main focus is aimed towards photo and temperature
responsive materials, which change in optical properties and wetting behavior, respectively.
Photo responsive materials contain domains, which absorb electromagnetic radiation, often in
or near the visible spectrum, and in turn undergo a distinct alteration of their chemical and/or
physical properties. Due to the ability to trigger reactions, the release of drugs or chemicals, or
molecular conformation, especially in polymers, they received widespread attention in recent
years.[100-104] A typical reaction to cause drug release or alter solubility-properties is the
photocleavage of aryl-groups like pyrenyl-, coumarinyl-, or nitrobenzyl esters.[105-107] The
irradiation of pyrenly- and nitrobenzyl-esters promote the hydrolysis of the esters, while
nitrobenzyl-esters undergo a intramolecular rearrangement. This kind of reaction is especially
useful since it works without the presence of additional reactants. Another family of photo
responsive that can be “activated” in the absence of specific additional reactants contains
photo isomerizable groups. These moieties undergo isomerization once irradiated, typical
representatives which undergo E/Z isomerization, include azobenzene, stilbenes, and – more
recently – hemithioindigo (Figure 1-10 a, b, and c).[108-109] This switched state is, in contrast to
the photo-cleavage described before, reversible via irradiation at higher wavelength and/or
via thermal back switching into the thermodynamically stable initial state. Furthermore, and
this holds true for most photo responsive chemicals, the wavelength of light needed for
activation can be tuned via chemical modification of the active domains, i.e. by altering the
size of the conjugated electron system and electron densities.[110]

Figure 1-10: a) azobenzene, b) stilbene, and c) hemithioindigo undergo reversible E/Z-isomerization when
illuminated with mid- to long wavelength UV-light and can be switched back thermally or by the absorbtion of
higher wavelength, visible light. d) spiropyran undergoes a more complex mechanism, involving cleavage and
formation of covalent bonds, and the transition from an uncharged to a charged species.

There are also species that undergo different isomerization processes, for example the wellstudied spiropyran (SP-form), which isomerizes into merocyanine (MC-form), displayed in
Figure 1-10.[111] The photochemical conversion of SP-form to MC-form starts by of the C-O
bond at the spiro-carbon, followed by a change in conformation from the twisted spiroconformation to a thermodynamically more stable planar conformation. [112-113] This leaves the
pH-dependently charged, deep violet colored MC-form, which can be switched back by visible
light or via increased temperatures. Spiropyran containing polymers have been reported by Li
et al. as a facile UV-sensor, that was able to resolve UV doses between 0 and 2000 J/cm²
through the photochromatic reaction.[114] A more recently discovered photo responsive
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compound, or rather a group of compounds, are donor acceptor Stenhouse adducts (DASAs),
which were introduced by Helmy et al.[115] In 1832, Döbereiner synthesized furfural as side
product during efforts to produce formic acid. This research was picked up three decades
later, when namesake John Stenhouse started to investigate the as of yet unknown properties
of furfural. The work was initially focused on the production of furfural, which found that it
could be produced by steam distillation of a mixture of sulfuric acid in most plant matter.
Further investigation lead to the formation of a deep purple substance when “furfurol” was
treated with aniline and hydrochloric acid.[116-117] Subsequently, a range of similar
compounds, called Stenhouse salts, was produced in the followings decades by the use of
different secondary and primary amines.[118-119] During this period it was speculated, that
furfural would undergo a ring opening reaction, which was supported by an analysis of
thermal decomposition products of the Stenhouse salts in 1942. [120] It was only in 1977 when
Lewis was finally able to prove the constitution of the product via NMR analysis, which led to
investigations into the switching of Stenhouse salts. It was discovered that the back-switching
was faster at elevated temperatures and the conformational change was proven by Lewis in
1985.[121-122] At this point in time the synthesis was quiet rigid and inflexible, subsequently the
research interest on the topic was underwhelming, since the “interesting” questions seemed to
be answered. This – kind of – changed when Safar introduced a new approach to produce
compounds similar to Stenhouse salts through the reaction of furfural and Meldrum’s-acid,
which activates the furan ring towards nucleophilic attack by withdrawing electrons from the
heterocycle.[123] The corresponding compounds to this developments are displayed in Figure
1-11.
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Figure 1-11: Research milestones that subsequently lead to the discovery of DASAs and laid the foundation for the
current rise of research interest into the subject.

The work of Safar opened up the range of usable amines which was exploited by Helmy, who
coined the term donor acceptor Stenhouse adduct and demonstrated the versatility of the
system in 2014, displayed in Figure 1-12.[124] This article (currently cited over 120 times)
kick-started recent research with over 70 publications on DASAs in the last three years alone.
In addition to the Meldrum’s-acid furfural derivative they introduced barbituric acid furfural
derivate, that in turn opened up the N-R groups of the barbituric acid moieties as variable
section, which further increased the possible modifications. Using these tools, it was possible
to implement different aromatic amines, which enabled researchers to adjust the absorption
maximum of DASAs between 580 and 670 nm.[125] These second generation DASAs are also
less susceptible to thermal degradation, which gives the opportunity to switch them back
faster at higher temperatures. The switching process of DASAs is, similarly to spiropyranes,
strongly dependent of the chemical surroundings, in polar protic solvents – e.g. methanol –
the DASA can be switch from the open (colored) form to the cyclic form, but since the cyclic
form is highly polar, it becomes stabilized trough hydrogen bonds to solvent molecules, the
opposite behavior can be observed in non-polar solvents like toluene.[115, 126] The mechanism
of DASA photo switching has been studied in detail, the irradiation promotes an Z/E
isomerization in the unsaturated chain of the DASA, effectively leading to the formation of a
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4 π electron system, similar to the intermediate state found in Piancatelli rearrangements,
which can undergo a thermal cyclization.[127] DASAs further have been investigated as a way
to change surface polarity, wetting behavior, drug delivery aid, and even as sensor for
chemical weapons.[128-131] This illustrates the versatility of these materials, that are – at their
core – build on the ubiquitous and sustainably sourced furfural.

Figure 1-12: Initial demonstration of the flexibility of donor acceptor Stenhouse adducts by Helmy in 2014. The
range of amines used has currently been expanded to several dozen different materials, including phenyl-amines
compounds which allow tuning of the absorption wavelength.[115]

The industrial application of stimulus responsive materials is limited to a few applications, but
where they are used, the application depends critically on their properties. One example of
these applications are moisture sensors, for instance in electronics, that indicate water ingress
which is important in the case of warranty claims. Another big group of paper based coatings
are thermally reactive coatings, that change their optical properties when exposed to heat and
thus facilitate inkless printing. These materials are employed on a global scale in thermal
printing systems, which range from point of sale (POS), i.e. cash registers at stores, over
labeling up to graphical applications. Conventional thermal paper coatings contain a
leuco-dye, typically a triarylmethane with varying substituents at the aryl moieties, and either
an alcohol, ether, amine, or lactone function (-X) present at the central methyl group.[132] The
coating contains also a phase-separated acid – typically a phenol – which is initially present in
the form of small crystallites.[133] As both components are initially separated no reaction is
taking place, during thermal activation the phenol is molten and mixes with the leuco-dye.[134]
Subsequently, the phenol protonates one of the aryl substituents and promotes the cleavage of
the methane-X bond that leaves the central carbon atom as carbonium ion, as displayed in
Figure 1-13 a. This carbonium ion is thus stabilized through the aryl groups which leads to
change in absorption, thus generating the impression of color when illuminated. [132]
Along with these essential compounds, sensitizers are added to promote the mixing process of
the molten phases as well as stabilizers to retain the color over longer periods. In recent years,
bisphenol A (BPA), which was dominantly used as phenolic component in these coatings, has
attracted a lot of negative attention and was classified as substance of very high concern
(SVHC) due to its effect as endocrine disruptor.[135] As of today, it is unclear to what extent
BPA has other adverse effects on the human body, nevertheless due to the indications, that
BPA might exhibit a risk to human health, the EFSA has started re-evaluation the compound
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and consumers have become aware of possible concerns.[136] Consequently BPA will be
effectively banned for paper-based products that are sold in the EU after the 2nd January
2020.[137] Therefore, the paper industry has been putting a lot of effort into the development
of alternative methods to create thermal papers. One approach is simply a substitution of BPA
with another, less potentially harmful, phenolic compound like bisphenol S. While this
approach is addressing the issue, there are still reactive chemicals, with potentially harmful
properties in the coatings, which are handled by millions of people on a daily basis. Another
approach, that eliminated the need for reactive leuco-dye/developer systems was presented
and commercialized by the Papierfabrik August Koehler SE under the name Blue4est™. These
coatings do not generate color, instead an initially highly opaque coating is applied to a
colored base paper. Since the opacity is achieved by air-filled micro/nano thermoplastic
capsules made from thermoplastic polymers like poly styrene, once heated, the capsules
collapse which destroys diffraction centers and in turn makes the base paper locally visible,
both methods are illustrated in Figure 1-13 b.[138] Due to the purely physical process, there is
no need for stabilization or sensitization, and no reactive chemicals come into contact with
the consumer. This goes to show, that sometimes it is necessary to walk on drastically new
paths to address challenges at their core. Nevertheless, currently those systems still rely on
polymers produced from fossil resources, leaving them essentially only marginally more
sustainable than their reaction based counterpart.

Figure 1-13: a) Example of a thermally induced halochromic reaction (Crystal violet lactone – a typical leuco-dye –
with BPA) that is started trough melting and subsequent mixing of the components and forms the resonance
stabilized, charged and colored species. b) Comparison of the conventional, reaction based, thermal paper (top)
and more recent, scattering based systems, that work on the thermal destruction of scattering interfaces via the
collapse of air-filled capsules.
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With all those challenges presented in this chapter we were, at the beginning of this work,
interested in one question. What if we, instead of chasings a “greener” solution to address an
existing challenge, investigate the possible scope of a fixed starting material, and then look for
problems to solve. This inverted approach aims at generating a fundamental understanding of
structure property relationships, scope of accessible modifications and potential reveal of
completely unexpected properties of the material of interest, which in this case was
hydroxypropyl cellulose.
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2. Goals and Strategy
2.1. Goals
The goal of this thesis is to investigate the utility of hydroxypropyl cellulose as building block
and sustainable starting material to generate functional polymers and surface coatings
thereof. Consequently, the work aims to address the following fundamental questions:


How is it possible to produce esters of HPC with long chain carboxylic acids? How do
solvent, reaction additive and acid chain length effect the reaction and what are
optimal conditions, with respect to reproducibility and control of the DS?



How do these reaction systems compare to other well investigated polysaccharide fatty
acid esterifications? Is it possible to analyze the DS of HPC fatty acid esters via fast
and inexpensive methods and still obtain reliable results?



How are the structure-property relations effected by the derivatization, will new
thermal phase transitions be generated? How do different degrees of substitution
influence these properties?



Can one form small particles from HPC ester and is it possible to generate nano
structured surface coatings from HPC-derivatives? Is there a change in wetting
behavior and can this in fact be controlled?



Can functional moieties, such as photo cross linkable groups, unsaturated side-chain,
or photo responsive compounds be incorporated into HPC and how do they effect the
material properties?



Finally, is it possible to tailor polymer networks with adjustable net point density and
polarity and can these materials be of practical use i.e. in detection of analytes in
microfluidic systems?

Based around these questions this thesis aims to uncover fundamental structure property
relationships of HPC derivatives, to establish a better understanding of the reaction behavior
of HPC in homogenous conditions, and yields first possible applications of functionalized HPC
derivatives, as visualized in a schematic illustration Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1: Representation of the different target areas of this work and their interdependencies. To establish HPC
as a facile bio based platform chemical, this work revisits the chemical modification of HPC with fatty acids and
reactive moieties. The application of HPC based materials to surfaces to provide tunable interfacial properties is the
next consequential step. Furthermore, the scope of possible applications is broadened through the targeted
generation of HPC-based gels, either as organo-, or hydro-gel and finally the possibility to incorporate stimulus
responsive domains, and their resulting properties are investigated.
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2.2. Strategy
2.2.1. Polymer analogous conversion of HPC
As pointed out in section 1.2, the literature in regards to HPC fatty acid esters is still limited in
scope, hence HPC derivatives will be synthesized in a systematic fashion, including completely
novel co-esters with different acids. To facilitate this in an efficient manner, first of all the
optimum reaction conditions for fast conversion and minimal polymer degradation will be
established. During this investigations stearic acid will be used as model reactant, since it is
the most unreactive representative of the fatty acid chlorides.[139] The choice is made because
an unreactive compound will give better resolution on the effects of accelerating/decelerating
reaction conditions. After baseline optimal conditions are established, fatty acid esterification
of HPC with lauric, myristic, palmitic, and stearic acid will be investigated to determine the
respective reaction kinetics and solution properties. Based on this data, a toolbox for targeted
synthesis of specific degrees of substitution, ranging from 0.5 to 3, for all respective
derivatives will be composed. Subsequently these different materials will be investigated with
the aim to correlate the chemical structure of the polymers to their properties and develop a
better understanding of the underlying relationships. These polymers will be analyzed by
standard analytical methods, like NMR, SEC, and DSC as necessary and specialized methods if
interesting properties, like tunable surface properties, are suspected. A summary of this
strategy, the produced polymers, and the workflow within this part of the thesis can be found
in Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3, respectively.

Figure 2-2: Representation of the initial workflow to determine the optimal reaction system for the esterification of
HPC with different fatty acid chlorides. This forms the foundation for the systematic production of specific DS
values for each derivative, as lined out in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3: Based on an optimized reaction system, it will be possible to determine the respective reaction kinetics
of HPC and the different fatty acid chlorides of interest. Consequently, it will be possible to produce a “grid” of
different DS-values for each derivative for further investigation of their respective thermal, chemical, and
macromolecular properties and thus increase the understanding of underlying mechanism. The R1 placeholder
corresponds to Figure 2-2.
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2.2.2. Preparation of photo cross linkable HPC derivatives
Based around the results obtained from 2.2.1, functional groups with an initial focus on lightresponsive moieties will be introduced. For this purpose, photo reactive groups will be
incorporated to produce starting materials for the generation of tailored networks. This will
be achieved through different strategies, in a first effort well known benzophenone (BP)
functions will be introduced by esterification of HPC with acid chloride derivatives of
benzophenone, namely 4-carboxy benzophenone and 10-((4-benzoylbenzoyl)oxy)decanoic
acid, Figure 2-4. [140-141]

Figure 2-4: Strategy to generate photo crosslinkable HPC derivatives, with the core aim to establish feasibility of a
known crosslinking system (BP-derivatization) in the HPC-system. In comparative experiments between BP-modified
systems and systems that do not contain BP moieties, the crosslinking-performance will be examined qualitatively.
The R1 placeholder corresponds to Figure 2-2.

Once this crosslinking system is successfully implemented, more flexible approaches, based on
the incorporation of unsaturated side chains will be investigated. To facilitate this,
unsaturated HPC derivatives based on the results of 2.1 with the optional incorporation of
fatty acids as co-substituents will be prepared to yield hydrophobic and hydrophilic materials.
This will give the building blocks necessary to produce hydro- and organo gels respectively.
The swelling behavior of these gels, both in bulk and attached to model surfaces, will be
investigated with the aim to understand the relation between crosslinking conditions and the
afforded network structures. Furthermore, photo lithographic techniques – both, with masks
and with a x/y-laser system – will be utilized to determine the abilities in tailoring structures
in surface attached networks as shown in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5: Schematic representation of a more flexible approach to photo crosslink, based on the incorporation of
unsaturated side-chain into the HPC substitution pattern. These polymers can present several advantages above
materials that intrinsically contain photo sensitive groups, like higher stability for storage and the ability to use a
broad range of radical generating species, e.g. different photo reactive materials (e.g. BP derivatives, coumarin
derivatives, DMPA, camphorquinone) or thermal radical starters like 2,2′-azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN).
Through this feature, the amount of initiator in a system like this can easily be altered, without the need to carry
out different polymer analogous conversions. Finally, the afforded materials con be photo- attached and crosslinked simultaneously to surfaces exposing unsaturated moieties via a multistep-process consisting of coating,
photo patterning, and removal of unbound polymer. The R1 and R2 placeholder correspond to Figure 2-2.
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2.2.3. Preparation and study of nanostructured surface coatings
As pointed out in section 1.3 stearic acid esters of cellulose can be transferred into nano-scale
particles to create super hydrophobic surface coatings. Since these systems have some
drawbacks, e.g. challenging reaction system to produce the material and limited tolerance
towards water in the NP dispersion, we will develop nano dispersions from HPC stearic acid
esters. Furthermore, the possibility of transferring these to a water based system will be
investigated (Figure 2-6).

Figure 2-6: Depiction of the major steps involved in the production of water-borne nano particle dispersions. The
process begins with the dissolution of the material of interest (i.e. HPC stearic acid ester or commercial
thermoplastic cellulose esters) in a solvent that is miscible with a given non-solvent. After the precipitation process,
the nano dispersion will be concentrated, and the remaining organic solvent / non-solvent will be exchanged with
water in an effort to yield water based coatings for potential applications.

Once this stage is reached, coatings of these particles on model substrates, like glass slides or
polymer films, and on paper substrates will be prepared and the effect of the coatings as
towards the wettability and the optical properties will be evaluated. Subsequently, the change
of the aforementioned properties in response to localized thermal manipulation will be
studied in an effort to understand possible applications of HPC stearic acid ester nano
particles in sustainable thermo responsive coatings, Figure 2-7. Based on the known high
refractivity of nanostructured coating, there will also be complementary investigation of
commercial thermoplastic cellulose esters with the goal to possibly design a thermo-optical
surface coating, i.e. one that changes its opacity if exposed to heat. The latter may become
useful for possible commercial applications.
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Figure 2-7: Schematic illustration of the strategy to produce surfaces with nano particles prepared as depicted in
Figure 2-6. The surfaces will be investigated with regards to their wetting behavior (top) and their optical
properties with respect to visible light (bottom). Of special interest is the question if thermally induced changes in
the surface morphology (i.e. melting of the coatings) can be used to alter these respective properties in a
controlled fashion.

2.2.4. Generation of photo responsive coatings
Starting with the results obtained in 2.2.3, the generated nanostructured surface coatings will
be modified by the incorporation of photo responsive groups. For this purpose, donor acceptor
Stenhouse adducts (DASAs, see section 1.4 for details) are identified as compound of choice,
because they exhibit fast switching behavior, a strong change in polarity. In addition, the
flexible synthesis will allow an easy modification to cover a broad range of N-alkyl
substituents (Figure 2-8 a and b).

Figure 2-8: a) Scheme of the synthetic route to produce differently N-substituted DASAs with the aim to optimize
the interaction with the nano particle surface to preserve the initial hydrophobic properties and expose the
switchable domain within the molecule towards the surrounding environment. Model-reactants will be used to
establish optimized reaction conditions, i.e. fastest conversion with highest yields. b) Switching mechanism an
example DASA, the details of this reaction are covered in section 3.3.

Since the formation of nano particles depends strongly on the solution behavior of the
polymers, which is in turn heavily dependent on the polymer chemistry, the direct
incorporation of photo responsive groups into the polymer chains would appear to be a non-
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trivial endeavor, posing a comparatively large risk of failure and will therefore not be
pursued. An alternative, and far more flexible route presents itself by physisorption of DASAs
to the prior established nano particle systems. As synthesis of a range of DASAs with varying
N-alkyl substituents can be achieved relatively fast due to the facile one-step synthesis, the
DASAs will be engineered to assemble themselves on the surface via Van der Waals
interactions in a manner that exposes the polarity chancing domain away from the particle
surface towards the surrounding medium. To achieve this, amine substituents on nucleophilic
attacking secondary amine will be varied from short to long alkyl chains. Subsequently the
different new DASAs will be screened for their performance as photo responsible polarity
switch (as illustrated in Figure 2-9) in an effort to produce a surface coating that can be
triggered to switch from super hydrophobic to hydrophilic. These coatings will be studied in
detail to optimize switching speed and identify optimum DASA composition and
concentration.

Figure 2-9: Schematic representation of the stimulus response within the targeted surface coating: the initially
hydrophobic DASAs should still retain the hydrophobic properties inferred by the nano particle coating. Through
illumination with visible light the DASAs are planned to switch into their uncolored, hydrophilic state, which breaks
the hydrophobic barrier and thus lead to imbibition of the water into the coating.
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3. Methods
In this work several different scientific methods were employed in an effort to increase the
understanding of the formation and possible fields of application of hydroxypropyl cellulose
derivatives. The work progresses from the synthesis and analysis of HPC esters via typical
esterification reactions, over the generation of nanoscale materials, to photo crosslinking,
surface coating and thorough surface analysis. The core-methods employed to this respect in
this thesis will be described in the following section, starting with the HPC derivatization
(section 3.1), followed by nano precipitation techniques, the synthesis of DASAs and coatings
thereof (section 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4), and finally the core characterization methods employed to
investigate the produced materials and coatings (section 3.5 and 3.6) will be outlined. Note,
the theory behind characterization methods like e.g. standard NMR, SEC, and IR-spectroscopy
will not be covered here and the reader is referred to respective textbooks.

3.1. Synthesis and Analysis of HPC Esters
Polymer analogous conversion of polysaccharides in general has been covered in section 1.1
in detail, so this section is going to focus on the specifics of esterification of hydroxypropyl
cellulose. Due to the good solubility of HPC in common organic solvents, the esterification is
typically carried out under homogeneous conditions, this leads ideally to homogeneous
modification along the polymer chain throughout the whole range of degrees of substitution.
A typical esterification procedure for short chain acid chlorides, which was adopted to fatty
acid chlorides is a straight-forward endeavor, HPC is dissolved in the solvent of choice, the
acid chloride is added, and the reaction takes place. The mechanism of esterification always
starts with a nucleophilic attack of a free electron pair of the alcohol function on the electron
poor acyl carbon. Subsequently the leaving group (or electron withdrawing group) of the acylcompound is eliminated and the intermediate oxonium ion formed from the alcohol is
deprotonated, which forms the final ester, as shown in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1: General reaction scheme for the esterification of carboxylic acid (derivatives) with an alcohol. The
electron withdrawing group (EWG), also called leaving group, is the main variable between different approaches,
as well as methods to scavenge the protonated EWG on the product side to shift the reaction equilibrium.

The main variable between different esterification systems is the leaving group. Since the
hydroxyl function of the carboxylic acid is a hard nucleophile (in terms of its electronic
makeup) it is naturally a poor leaving group. Therefore, the substitution of the leaving group
with other moieties, either in prior reaction or in situ, is a dominating route to improve the
reactivity of carboxylic acid. A facile method to activate carboxylic acids prior to the
esterification is the conversion to acyl chlorides with a range of chlorination agents like
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phosphorous pentachloride, oxalyl chloride, or thionyl chloride. An elegant feat of the latter
two is, that all by-products of the reactions are gaseous, what drives the reaction to the
product side. Nevertheless, this makes careful management of the gases released from the
reaction mixture necessary. When these acid chlorides are employed in esterification the
addition of amine bases like TEA, IPDEA, or pyridine can further improve conversion rate by
scavenging the produced hydrochloric acid. Furthermore, activation agents like tri fluoro
acetic acid anhydride (TFAA), and EDC/NHS are employed to activate the acid by producing a
mixed (TFAA) or labile (EDC/NHS) ester, which has an electron-rich, well stabilized leaving
group.
In particular, esterification reaction kinetics of HPC polymers have not been studied in detail
until now, hence a system to determine the reaction behavior had to be established. In theory,
it is as simple as monitoring the DS while the reaction progresses to determine the function of
d[DS]/d[t]. In practice, this poses several challenges because the solubility of HPC esters in
different solvents changes drastically even with small changes in DS, which makes it necessary
to engineer appropriate precipitation and purification procedures to separate the product in
the sampled aliquots from remaining reactants. In regards to this another factor is that the
remaining acid chloride has still to be quenched at a precise point in time, e.g. by addition of
methanol. Consequently, the precipitation agent has to mix with the quenching agent, the
quenched acyl chloride, as well as the reaction solvent, but has to be a non-solvent towards
the formed HPC ester. To approach this purely scientific, would necessitate to prepare the
exact HPC esters prior to the kinetic analysis, which in turn is only possible based on kinetic
data. Since this leads to a circular problem, the decision was made to engineer an appropriate
precipitation system for every sample in an empiric fashion, based on the assumption, that
with increasing DS of longer acids, the product would precipitate in more and more polar
solvents. At low DS-values typically polar solvents like petrol ether are employed for the
workup, while at higher DS values, a change to alcohols like isopropanol is made. The solvent
used for re-precipitation has to be changed accordingly. To obtain kinetic data of HPC a
reliable, fast, and labor-effective method for the analysis has to be established. In order to
analyze the DS of HPC derivatives, the degree of hydroxypropylation, i.e. the amount of
propylene oxide added per AGU – commonly referred to as molar substitution value (MS) –
has to be known in the first place. The MS has been determined in literature via 1H-NMR
without further pretreatment. To verify this procedure for this thesis, the MS value was
calculated, as a known reference, based on the information given by the supplier. The
manufacturer has determined a 71.6 % content of hydroxypropoxy groups, which translates to
an MS of 5.45 based on equation (3-1).
MSsupplier = [

162
1
− 162]
100 % − %ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑥𝑦
75

(3-1)

Note, the method for MS determination described in the literature, which was applied based
on the Figure 3-2 and equation (3-1), leads to a MS of 3.2 ± 0.3 which significantly differs
from the expected value. The following part of this section, up to section 3.2, is adopted from
the publication covered in section 4.1.
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Figure 3-2: 1H-NMR spectrum of HPC. Native HPC was dried under vacuum and then dissolved in CDCl3. The signals
can be grouped in two major areas: (i) the protons of the terminal methyl groups within the hydroxypropyl
moieties (0.7 - 1.4 ppm) and (ii) the remaining protons of the cellulose backbone and methylene and methine
groups within the hydroxypropyl moieties (2.6 - 4.8 ppm).

MSNMR native =

10
∫(2.65 − 4.8 ppm)
3[
− 1]
∫(0.7 − 1.4 ppm)

(3-2)

The same 1H-NMR experiment with native HPC using another sample of the same dried
material led to an apparent MS of 2.8 ± 0.3, indicating the poor reliability of the previously
acquired data. Interference with the measurement by the alcoholic protons due to
supramolecular interactions was considered likely. Therefore, an exchange of the alcohol
protons for deuterons via the dissolution of dried HPC in D2O and subsequent lyophilization
was performed, leading to the 1H-NMR spectrum shown in Figure 3-3. Based on equation
(3-3), the newly calculated MS was found to be 5.48 ± 0.80.
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Figure 3-3: 1H-NMR spectrum of HPC after the alcohol protons were exchanged with deuterons. HPC was dissolved
in D2O, lyophilized to remove the proton-enriched D2O and then dissolved again in D2O. The signals form three
groups: (i) the protons of the terminal methyl groups within the hydroxypropyl moieties (0.7 - 1.4 ppm), (ii) the
remaining protons of the cellulose backbone (without the anomeric protons at position 1) and methylene and
methine groups within the hydroxypropyl moieties (2.85 - 4.25 ppm), and (iii) the anomeric proton at position 1
(4.5 ppm). The spectrum was acquired without water suppression.

MSNMR native(deuterated) =

2 ∫(0.7 − 1.4 ppm)
∫(2.85– 4.25 ppm) – ∫(0.7 − 1.4 ppm)

(3-3)

As a complementary and independent method, analysis of fully propionated HPC was also
conducted, and based on the assignment shown in Figure 3-3 and equation (3-4), an MS of
5.57 ± 0.42 was calculated. The calculation was based on the assumption that the DS is 3
because complete propionation is achieved by an established method for realizing total
esterification. The MS values determined by both, this method and by the analysis of
deuterated HPC were consistent with the value supplied by the HPC manufacturer, showing
that the method for determining the MS using native HPC without proton exchange is not
suitable.
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Figure 3-4: 1H-NMR spectrum of HPC after full propionation recorded in CDCl3. The signals form four groups: (i) the
protons of the terminal methyl groups within the hydroxypropyl moieties and the propionic esters (0.5 - 1.5 ppm),
(ii) the methylene protons of the ester groups (2.3 ppm), (iii) the remaining protons of the cellulose backbone and
methylene and methine groups within the hydroxypropyl moieties (2.75 - 4.70 ppm), and (iv) the proton at position
11 (5 ppm).

MSNMR per propionated =

∫(0.5– 1.5 ppm) – 3 ∫(5 ppm)
3

(3-4)

To verify these data, elemental analysis (EA) was performed on both the native (dried) HPC
(equation (3-5)) and the fully propionated HPC (equation (3-6)). The MS values from the
NMR and EA data are compared in Table 3-1. Regarding the MS, it can be concluded that the
proposed methods yielded results that were highly comparable to the standard method used
by the supplier. This was an interesting outcome, as our methods use a very limited amount of
lab equipment and synthetic conversion compared to the chromium trioxide distillation and
several titrations used in the USP method.

MSEA native HPC = [5

𝐶(𝑚𝑜𝑙%)
𝐶(𝑚𝑜𝑙%)
– 6]⁄[3–
]
𝑂(𝑚𝑜𝑙%)
𝑂(𝑚𝑜𝑙%)

MSEA fully propionated HPC = [8
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𝐶(𝑚𝑜𝑙%)
𝐶(𝑚𝑜𝑙%)
– 15]⁄[3–
]
𝑂(𝑚𝑜𝑙%)
𝑂(𝑚𝑜𝑙%)

(3-5)

(3-6)
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Table 3-1: MS values of HPC determined via different methods. All values were within the same range. Since these
are basically 4 methods with two independent samples, the data are considered reliable. The values match the one
given by the supplier.

MS determined via 1H-NMR
5.48 ± 0.80 (deuterated)
5.57 ± 0.42

native HPC (dried)
fully propionated HPC

MS determined via CNH-EA
5.48 ± 0.06
5.51 ± 0.11

Since 1H-NMR is preferable as standard method for analyzing DS values because of its fast
measurement, low cost, and ease of sample preparation, a comparison of the DS values of
HPC stearic acid esters obtained by 1H-NMR and EA (calculated with equation (3-7), where n
was the number of carbon atoms in the fatty acid) was conducted. The result of this
investigation validate 1H-NMR as a facile method for analysis of the kinetics of HPC
esterification reactions and are depicted in Figure 3-5.
𝐶(𝑚𝑜𝑙%)
– 3MS– 6]
𝑂(𝑚𝑜𝑙%)
𝐶(𝑚𝑜𝑙%)
[𝑛–
]
𝑂(𝑚𝑜𝑙%)

[[5 + MS]
DS =

(3-7)
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2,5
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1,5

1,0
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2,5
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DS[NMR]
Figure 3-5: Correlation between DS values of HPC stearic acid esters obtained via 1H-NMR and EA. The black
diagonal indicates a perfect correlation. The actual data show that within the margin of error, there is a good
correlation between the values determined with both methods.
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3.2. Generation of polymeric nano particles
There are two general routes to form polymer (nano) particles. One approach is to polymerize
monomers via suspension or emulsion polymerization. During these processes the monomers
are initially dispersed, either mechanical (suspension) or as an emulsion and then
polymerized in place, these methods are used generally to improve control during the
conversion or to produce a microencapsulated system. Since this is no option, if the material
of interest is already a pre-formed macromolecule, another route has to be used during this
work. The procedure is based on the formation of nano scale particles from polymers via
phase separation, which is typically achieved using dialysis, emulsion-evaporation, and nano
precipitation, respectively. Dialysis was employed by Hornig for the preparation of different
short chain CE based nano particles, this was achieved by the dissolution of the CEs in DMAc,
and dialysis of this solutions against water, Figure 3-6 b.[142] While this method provided
monodisperse nano particle suspensions with particle sizes ranging from 100-300 nm, it is
time and labor intensive since it is limited by diffusion. For the emulsion-evaporation method,
the polymer is dissolved in an organic solvent, that is immiscible with a non-solvent for the
polymer and then emulsified via mechanical force – i.e. stirring or ultrasonic agitation – and
the aid of protective colloids like polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). Subsequently, the emulsion is
heated to remove the solvent which leaves polymeric particles. An example for this method
utilizing CEs is presented by Wondraczek, where CEs were dissolved in dichloro methane, and
this solution was emulsified in an aqueous PVA solution via sonication, Figure 3-6 a.[143] In
this work it was only possible to adjust the particle size between 200 and 260 nm, via
modification of the sonication parameters. In addition, evaporation of the solvent necessitates
elevated temperatures, which for polymers with low glass transition temperatures or melting
points – e.g. for fatty acids derivatives of HPC – leads to the formation of aggregates.

Figure 3-6: The emulsion- evaporation method a) employed to produce nano particles, this approach is based on
the formation of a stable emulsion of a water immiscible polymer solution and subsequent evaporation of the
solvent. The dialysis method b) follows the complementary route through use of a solution based on a water
miscible solvent, which is slowly exchanged for water, leading to the formation of nano particles once the polymer
becomes insoluble.
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This leaves precipitation as a potential option to produce nano particles. In principle, there
are two approaches to nano precipitation, the first is the addition of a diluted polymer
solution to a non-solvent that is miscible with the employed solvent. The other approach is
inverted precipitation, where the non-solvent is added to the polymer solution. Typically for
CE nano precipitation, in either method, volatile organic solvents like THF and Acetone are
employed and the non-solvent component is water based, with the optional addition of
protective colloids to aid particle separation. During precipitation, the solvent is replaced by
non-solvent molecules through diffusion, which leads to the formation of spheroid particles.
The remaining solvent may then be separated under reduced pressure without the need for
elevated temperatures. To obtain isolated particles, the initial polymer concentration has to be
below the critical overlap concentration (c*), since the polymer chain interaction would
otherwise lead to large scale aggregation during this diffusion driven process, which is desired
e.g. during workup after chemical modifications. For polymers c* is defined as the
concentration of a given polymer, in a specific solvent at a defined temperature, above which
the volume of individual chains starts to overlap which leads to an entanglement of the
macromolecules. The behavior of polymers in solution below, at, and above c* is illustrated in
Figure 3-7 schematically.

Figure 3-7: Representation of the interactions of polymers in solution below (left), at (center), and above the critical
overlap concentration. Once the concentration is above c*, the polymer chains start to interact with each other,
leading to a sharp change in viscosity and precipitation behavior.

While the direct precipitation method has been widely reported to be suitable for various
polymers, in the case of cellulose derivatives this process is in generally accompanied by the
formation of larger aggregates, if aqueous systems are being employed. [142] The reason for this
behavior is as of today not fully understood. It is speculated, that local gelation encapsulates
pockets of polymer solution, which in turn solidifies as a whole via the aforementioned
diffusion process. Nevertheless, these unwanted aggregation diminishes the yields, requires
additional workup steps, and reduces over all control about the particle formation and
geometric structure. Controversially, during inverted precipitation the latter aggregation is not
found, likely due to the fact that local peaks in non-solvent concentration are eliminated. In
general, the particle size can be adjusted by the polymer concentration, and while direct
precipitation leads to smaller particles, the inverse method leads to narrower particle size
distributions, respectively. Without regard for the employed method, one underlying
challenge in preparation of polymer nano particles is the highly diluted state (typically well
below 1 % by weight) of the final product, which necessitates additional steps to increase the
concentration. During processes that aim to increase the concentration of nano particle
dispersions and the curing of the particles, the stabilizing mechanisms that prevent the
agglomeration of the isolated particles play an essential role. Two major mechanisms that are
effecting the stability of polymer particles in dispersions are steric and electrostatic
stabilization. Steric stabilization takes place when the surface of the particles is partially
Methods
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solved or swollen. When particles now approach each other the local concentration of
partially dissolved polymer increases, which leads to a higher osmotic pressure in this area.
This increased osmotic pressure causes solvent from the surrounding medium to diffuse into
the space between the particles, which subsequently separates the particles and prevents
agglomeration. Because the extent of this effect depends on the state of the polymer exposed
on the particle surface and the solvent interaction, it is influenced highly by the solvent
composition and temperature. Of course this effect only can contribute substantially if the
polymer is partially dissolved by interaction with the surrounding medium. Nevertheless, even
systems where the polymer is completely insoluble can be stable (e.g. polyolefin nano
particles in water). This is due to the second mechanism, i.e. electrostatic stabilization. The
most basic explanation of colloidal stabilization is given by the DLVO-theory. This approach
combines attractive (Van der Waals) and repulsive (electrostatic) forces, which leads to a
relation of distance between the particles and total potential energy as displayed in Figure
3-8.[144] The electrostatic repulsion is the result of surface charges, that are acquired by
particles in aqueous systems. These surface charges bind corresponding counter ions
permanently, and thus form an electrical double layer, commonly referred to as Helmholtz
layer. Since all particles of the same kind share the same surface polarity, they repulse each
other according to the laws of electrostatics. When this repulsive force is combined with the
attractive Van der Waals forces between the colloids, a local energy minimum is formed,
which leads to separation of the particles. As evident in Figure 3-8 the potential barrier
between this local minimum and the absolute minimum – at zero distance – is not infinite,
which is the cause for agglomeration.

Figure 3-8: The DLVO-theory combines both, electrostatic repulsion and van der Waals attraction to yield an
approximation for the total potential energy between two particles in relation to their difference. The combined
potential exhibits both, a local and an absolute minimum, which are responsible for stabilization at relative low
distance and for the agglomeration (domination of attraction) respectively.

The quantity of this potential barrier is determined by the surface charge of the particles,
which in turn is determined by the surrounding medium. This explains the possibility of
agglomeration when the medium is changed or modified, as a result of particles overcoming
this barrier even by Brownian motion. Furthermore, attempts to increase concentration by i.e.
centrifugation can supply enough energy to overcome this barrier and thus lead to complete
aggregation, which has to be considered. The particle size distributions can be determined
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either by electron microscopy and image analysis or by dynamic laser light scattering, which
analyze time-dependent fluctuations of the scattering to determine the diffusion coefficient
and from this, the particle size. These methods are not discussed in detail due to their wellestablished nature.
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3.3. Synthesis of Donor Acceptor Stenhouse Adducts (DASAs)
While the history of DASAs has been covered in section 1.4, this section will give a detailed
overview about the state of the current research. The DASAs introduced by Helmy (Figure
3-9) are produced via a two-step reaction.[124] Initially, furan-2-carbaldehyde 1 is converted
with electron poor malonic acid derivatives like Meldrums acid 2 or N,N’-dimethyl barbituric
acid 3 to yield the respective precursors 4 and 5 via a Knoevenagel condensation. In this stage
it is possible to influence the switching kinetics and absorption maxima of the final product by
the use of different malonic acid derivatives. In the second step, the condensation product is
converted with a secondary amine to form the DASA 6. While it is possible to produce a wide
range of different N-Substituted barbituric acid derivative for alterations in the first step, the
second reaction introduces the real versatility of DASAs. Already in the first publication Helmy
presented over 30 different DASAs based on this approach, including sterically challenging
and electron depleted amines like the ones shown in Figure 1-11 and Figure 1-12. In addition,
the second generation DASAs based on Meldrums acid and aromatic amines show a great
variability in absorption wavelength and the thermally driven rotation is slower by factor of
10.[125]

Figure 3-9: General synthetic route for the production of donor acceptor Stenhouse adducts, as presented by Helmy
et al., the versatile two step reaction is carried out at ambient temperature and without the need for a special
atmosphere or expensive reactants/catalysis.

Since DASAs are T-type photochromic molecules, the switching from the triene form to the
cyclopentone form is achieved by illumination and the reaction back to the triene state is
induced thermally as displayed in Figure 3-10. The fast reaction induced by the light for both,
first and second generation DASAs has been studied by Lerch and confirmed to be a two-step
process.[145] Firstly in the fast actinic step – taking place in fs- to ns-time domain – light
induces a E/Z isomerization of the C2-C3 bond to form 7. This is followed by a thermally
driven, comparatively slow (ms-scale), rotation along the C3-C4 bond. Afterwards, a 4πelectrocyclization and proton transfer takes place, leading to the zwitter ionic form 8.
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Figure 3-10: The switching mechanism of DASAs is divided into two different steps, light induces the fast actinic E/Z
isomerization, followed by a thermally driven rotation along the C3-C4 bond and finally a 4π -electrocyclization. The
switching back is an entirely thermally driven process.

Despite the fast reaction of small secondary amines with the furfural adducts and complete
conversion in THF within a couple of hours, in this thesis longer chain alkyl substituted
amines have been found to react rather slow in THF. Subsequently the effect of different
solvents is of interest to investigate if the conversion rate can be improved by the choice of
solvent. Since the DASAs absorb visible light, it is possible to monitor the conversion in real
time via UV-Vis spectroscopy to determine the solvent that yields the highest reaction rate and
the reaction order with respect to both reactants. In a first step, the solvent specific absorption
maxima for the product have to be determined. According to the Lambert-Beer law (equation
(3-8)) the absorption/extinction (Eλ) of light is equal to the product of the optical path length
(L), the concentration (c) and the molar attenuation coefficient at this specific wavelength
(ελ ). The latter can be determined via measuring the absorption at different known
concentrations and linear regression of the data, illustrated in Figure 3-11, to facilitate
determination of unknown concentrations.
Eλ = ε λ ∗ 𝑐 ∗ 𝐿

(3-8)

Note: The Lambert-Beer law is only applicable if a number of criteria – e.g. homogeneous
interaction medium and independent attenuators – are met, fortunately a deviation from the
law becomes self-evident if a change in concentration does not correlate linearly to a change
in absorption. Subsequently, the reaction rates (r, equation (3-9)) are determined through the
increase of the product concentration via in situ UV-Vis spectroscopy of several reactions with
known reactant concentrations, which is possible since for a basic bi-molecular reaction like
the DASA formation, the product formation is equal to the consumed reactant. From this data
the reaction rate constant (k) can be calculated. The last unknown kinetic parameters at this
point are the partial reaction orders (x and y), i.e. the exponents of the concentrations
effecting the reaction rate.
𝑟 = 𝑘 ∗ [𝐴]𝑥 ∗ [𝐵]𝑦
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Those are determined via measuring of reaction rate at different reactant concentrations and
calculation of the exponents according to equations (3-10) and (3-11), where r11 denominates
the reaction rate determined for equal concentrations of reactants, r21 means a twice
increased concentration of reactant A and r12 a twofold increased concentration of reactant B.
𝑟21
𝑥 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 ( )
𝑟11

(3-10)

𝑟12
)
𝑟11

(3-11)

𝑦 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (

The solubility of the reactants in the given solvents, combined with the kinetic data enables
one to calculate relative reaction rates as the product of reaction rate constant (k) and
reactant concentrations to the power of the partial reaction orders. For example, a second
order bimolecular reaction will show a 4-fold increased conversion rate when the reactant
concentrations are doubled. The latter provides all necessary information for efficient decision
on which solvent-system is to be used ideally.
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Figure 3-11: a) UV-Vis spectra of 5-((2Z,4E)-5-(diethylamino)-2-hydroxypenta-2,4-dien-1-ylidene)-1,3-dimethylpyrimidine-2,4,6(1H,3H,5H)-trione (DASA synthezised using N,N’-dimethyl barbituric acid and diethylamine) in
CHCl3 in different concentrations, λmax = 566 nm. b) Determination of absorption coefficient based on the plot of
the maxima provided by a).
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3.4. Coating methods for paper and model substrates
In general, a broad range of different coating methods can be used to apply colloidal or
dissolved coatings onto surfaces. In this section common techniques used for the coating of
paper and shed light in their respective advantages and disadvantages will be discussed.
Furthermore, the basic principles behind dip-coating, which were employed to create model
surfaces, will be presented. The following section is based primarily on the book sections
“Paper and Board, 7. Coating of Paper and Board” and “Taschenbuch der Papiertechnik, 12.
Streichen von Papieren”, respectively. [146-147]
While uncoated papers play an important role in packaging, tissue, or even high voltage
transformers, a broad range of desirable surface properties can be introduced trough the
addition of coatings. In almost all cases these coatings are applied as aqueous dispersion,
referred to as coating colors, with solid contents typically ranging from 15 to 70 % by weight.
Conventional paper coating colors are composed of pigments, binders and process additives
like viscosity modulators and defoaming agents. The composition of the color depends on the
surface properties that the coating aims to achieve, the coating method, and base paper.
Furthermore, a paper with expensive coating components, like a coating that is intended to
provide barrier properties against oxygen (e.g. ethylene vinyl alcohol, EVOH), will typically be
coated in several steps. First a base coat containing clay and/or calcium carbonate as pigment
is applied with a direct application method (details below) to close and level the paper. This
surface provides the basis for subsequent coating with functional components – in this
example EVOH – to provide the desired properties while using minimal amounts of expensive
materials. Looking into coating techniques, there are two main approaches when it comes to
the actual application of the color onto the substrate. The first approach deposits an excess
amount of color on the paper and meters it by a secondary process through removal of excess
material, this approach is also called the direct method, Figure 3-12 a. While this strategy is
typically used for base coatings, to yield an even surface as lined out earlier, the second
approach is applying a predetermined amount of color per surface area, which is the reason
why it is referred to as indirect approach, Figure 3-12 b. Indirect methods are used primarily
if well-defined and highly homogeneous coating weights are desired and the for expensive
coating colors, to minimize waste.

Figure 3-12: Schematic illustration of a rough paper coated using a) a direct application method, e.g. blade coating
and b) an indirect method like roll-transfer coating.
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The direct methods differ primarily in the way in which the paint is initially applied, the two
main methods are application from a roll (not to be confused with the indirect film press) and
jet application. Roll application (Figure 3-13 a) transfers the color in a nip between the color
carrying roll and the roll backed paper web, this limits the maximum operating speed through
fluid dynamics in the nip gap and increased water penetration through nip load. These
drawbacks are eliminated via jet application (Figure 3-13 b), where a thin continuous jet of
color is applied in a contact free system, which also bears the benefit, that the amount of color
that is initially applied can be reduced in comparison to roll application. Whatever method is
used for primary application in these direct methods, the final amount of coating is metered
by subsequent scraping off of excess color with a blade (smoother finish) or a metering rod
(better coverage).

Figure 3-13: Direct application of a coating color to a paper web via a) roller application and b) jet application,
followed by subsequent metering with a blade to yield a smooth surface on the coated paper.

In comparison the indirect method is using a roll on which the coating metered with rods
prior to the application on the paper web, Figure 3-14. This film pressing process, which is
similar to the operation of a size press, has the distinct advantage, that both sides of the web
can be coated simultaneously and that, in comparison to the direct methods, lower coat
weights can be achieved. Furthermore, the amount of coating applied per unit area is largely
independent of the substrate topology which leads to homogeneous coating distributions.
Nevertheless, at higher speeds this method tends to produce a mist of coating color during the
transfer process which can impede surface quality.

Figure 3-14: Indirect application of a pre-metered coating to a paper web though the use of a transfer roll, on
which the film-thickness is metered by an either smooth or structured (depending on the application) metering rod.
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There are however two more methods, which have been emerging recently, that don’t quite fit
in the two aforementioned categories, namely curtain and spray coating. While curtain
coating is known since the 19th century, it only gained substantial traction on a larger scale in
the last 25 years with an increased demand in specialty papers. In a curtain coater, the color is
applied as a free falling liquid film – the curtain – which is produced from a slit nozzle that is
placed above the moving web, as shown in Figure 3-15. The film is metered trough the nozzle
size, via the gravitational forces working during the vertical fall and also by the speed of the
fiber web. This leads to exceptional coverage and homogeneity of the coating, which enables
the use of a minimum amount of expensive specialty coating color. Furthermore, due to the
contact free nature of this method, it is much less prone to web breaks, which is of great
importance to reduce waste and increase efficiency. Finally, there is spray coating as newest
arising method for paper coating. During this process the color is atomized in a nozzle and
transferred in a contact free manner, similar to curtain coating. While this process is able to
precisely dose coatings, there are some limitations. To overcome mottling and infer complete
coverage, the droplets have to disperse and coalesce, once on the paper surface. This allows
only relatively low viscosity colors, with comparatively low solid contents and the base paper
must exhibit low water absorption. Due to this limitations spray coating is only used sparsely
on a larger scale.[148]

Figure 3-15: General operation of a curtain coater, the metering is performed through the gap in the nozzle, the
length of the fall and the velocity of the web. The final coatings excel in homogeneity of coat thickness, but the
setup and maintenance of a well running curtain can be rather challenging.

On the lab scale, the dominating technique to produce paper coatings is called film
application. This utilized an automatic film applicator which draws a frame with a defined
gap or a spiral rod across the surface which meter the coat height similarly to direct blade
coating used on an industrial scale, as seen in Figure 3-16 a. The final coat weight
corresponds to the height of the gap or the geometry of the spiral rod. Typically, the wet layer
height is 30 to 40 % lower than the theoretical value due to sheering of the wet layer in the
metering gap. While the technique is well established, it shows similar limitations towards the
coating thickness as blade metered coating, and coating thicknesses below 5 g/m² – at least
on paper webs without a basecoat – are typically accompanied by mottling and uncoated
areas. Because of these drawbacks, a method following the indirect, pre-metered approach is
also realized on the lab scale through the use of a multi-roll system, which is displayed in
Figure 3-16 b. Furthermore, spray coating (mostly handheld) is often utilized to deposit
coatings when small coat weights and homogeneous coating distribution are desired and
volatile components are involved. This method is highly versatile and can be used with
organic solvents as well as water borne coatings. Furthermore, the coat weight can easily be
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adjusted by subsequent coating steps without risk of surface destruction due to the contactless
nature of this process.

Figure 3-16: Lab-scale coating devices for realization of a) direct application followed by metering with a rod and b)
application of a pre-metered coating utilizing a multi-roller system to obtain highly controlled films.

Beyond the methods for paper coating, a method that has found widespread attention in the
creation of coatings from sol-gel processes is dip-coating. The process is on the first glance
rather trivial: A dip-coating solution is prepared, which in the most basic system consists of
partially polymerized siloxanes, and subsequently the substrate is dipped vertically into the
solution and – with a controlled rate – pulled out again. But there is in fact nothing trivial
about dip-coating, even for this basic system, there are a range of different processes involved
in the method. The first important step is the formation of a gel phase in the coating solution,
which is in this case achieved through pre-condensation, subsequently the transferred amount
of coating is determined by the viscosity, degree of polymerization, gel content, withdrawal
rate, ambient atmosphere, pretreatment of the substrate, and sol-gel interactions. For brevities
sake the reader is referred to the following references as starting point for further studies. [149150]
The brief conclusion here is, that dip coating needs to be carried out with considerations
to all the above mentioned factors in a well-defined environment to guarantee reproducibility
and facilitate precise control over the achieved surface properties. With regards to siloxane
based coatings, this method is a facile way to produce coatings with a defined surface
chemistry – e.g. through the incorporation of allyltriethoxysilane – which is one of the reasons
for its recent popularity.
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3.5. Analysis of surfaces and coatings
This part of the section will cover water contact angle (CA) analysis, note that CA analysis can
be carried out using different liquid phases, or even gases in inverted setups. When a droplet
of water is placed on a surface the outer border of the contact area is formed by a line where
the three phases – liquid, solid, and gaseous – are in contact, hence the name 3-phase contact
line. When the system is in an equilibrium state, the angle between the liquid-sold and liquidgas interface (contact angle, θ ) is determined by the interfacial free energies at the three
interfaces (γ SL, γ SG, and γ LG) and the surface structure, Figure 3-17. For an ideal flat surface
the relation between contact angle and the surface tensions follow Youngs equation (equation
3-12).[151]

Figure 3-17: Determination of the contact angle and the relevant energies involved according to Young. This model
does not take into account surface roughness and does in fact assume a molecular perfect planer surface.

cos 𝜃 =

𝛾𝑆𝐺 − 𝛾𝑆𝐿
𝛾𝐿𝐺

(3-12)

Unfortunately, atomically smooth surfaces are not the typical makeup of samples in the real
world, hence a range of different approaches to account for rough surface topologies have
been developed. The two prevalent models to describe wetting on rough surfaces are the
Wenzel and the Cassie-Baxter model, Figure 3-18. Following Wenzels model (equation 3-13)
introduces a roughness factor (r) to Youngs equation, to accommodate for deviations of a
non-ideal surface from the ideal model. This assumes penetration of the water into the valley
of a textured surface, which is hence commonly referred to as Wenzel state.[152] If the droplet
is however not wetting the valleys of the rough surface, the Cassie-Baxter model (equation
3-14) applies. This model factors in the fraction of the surface below the droplet that is
actually wetted, i.e. in contact with the water (f). [153-154]
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cos 𝜃 ∗ = 𝑟 ∗ cos 𝜃

(3-13)

cos 𝜃 ∗ = 𝑟 ∗ 𝑓 ∗ cos 𝜃 + 𝑓 − 1

(3-14)
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Figure 3-18: The Cassie-Baxter model (left) and Wenzel model (right) both take into account surface roughness
when trying to describe the contact angle theoretically, while the more complex Cassie-Baxter model does in fact
take into account only partial wetting below the droplet, the Wenzel model assumes complete wetting below the
droplet. The equations describing both regimes become interchangeable once the wetted surface fraction (f)
becomes 1, leading to the conclusion, that the Wenzel model is in fact a special case of the Cassie-Baxter model.

Whether the wetting is in a Wenzel or in a Cassie-Baxter state, can be determined through the
contact angle hysteresis, i.e. the difference of the advancing and receding contact angle. A
high CA hysteresis indicates, that the droplet is in a Wenzel state. In contrast a low CA
hysteresis points towards Cassie-Baxter like behavior, which can be explained by the reduced
contact area, which in turn reduced the amount of pinning and accompanying stick-slip
phenomena. [155-156] Note that this model is in perfect agreement with Wenzels model since for
complete wetting of the valleys, f becomes 1 and both equations will be equivalent. And in
fact a transition between the Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel state is regularly used to produce a
stimulus induced change in wetting, the transition is in general however irreversible.
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3.6. Principles of confocal fluorescence scanning microscopy (CLSM)
The aim of this section is to convey the basic operating principles of a CLSM. A decent
understanding of this advanced imaging technique requires basic concepts of fluorescence,
wide field fluorescence microscopy, and scanning microscopy techniques, which will be
explained briefly. This section is based on chapter 1 through 3, and 11 of the textbook
“Molecular Fluorescence: Principles and Applications” from Bernard Valeur. [157]
For the analysis via fluorescence microscopy, samples have to contain fluorophores that are
either natural occurring (like for example lignin) or are introduced on purpose to label
components of interest. These fluorophores are illuminated with a controlled/defined
spectrum of light, that covers wavelengths which have to overlap with the excitation spectrum
of the fluorophore. This excitation promotes the molecules from the stable electronic ground
state (S0) into an exited singlet state (S1-X). Due to the timeframe of this process – in the range
of 10-15 seconds – the exited singlet state is most likely the one with the highest molecule
orbital overlap to the ground state, since molecular vibration or movement to accommodate
for electronic change occur three orders of magnitude slower (10-12 s range). This is called the
Franck-Condon principle and the state resulting of this vertical transition is referred to as
Franck-Condon state, Figure 3-19. If a singlet state above S1 (i.e. S2) is reached, the system
relaxes partially through internal conversion until S1 is reached and if vibrational energy level
above the lowest level of S1 is present, the molecule will dissipate this additions energy
through vibration until the vibrational state 0 of S1 is reached. Because the energy gap
between S1 and S0 is larger than the gap between subsequent higher energy states, the
transition from S1 to S0 can be achieved by other relaxation mechanism than internal
conversion, i.e. spontaneous emission of photons (fluorescence) and intersystem crossing to
triplet states that relax trough phosphorescence (delayed emission of photons), Figure 3-20.

Figure 3-19: Illustration of the Franck-Condon principle. It states, that a vertical transition with minimal change in
nuclear configuration (vertical arrow) is the preferred. In practice this means, that a transition to higher vibration
level (i.e. v ´= 2, right) in the exited state might be favored, even if the energy needed is higher than a transition to
v` = 0. This is based on the fast nature of electronic transitions, compared to changes in nuclear configuration. This
figure is redrawn from chapter 2.4 in the textbook by Bernard Valeur.[157]

When fluorescence occurs, it could be expected, that the emitted photons would be of the
same wavelength as the photons absorbed during the excitation process. Nevertheless, since
electrons can be exited to higher states then the lowest S1 state (absorbing lower wavelength
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photons) and also de-excite to a vibrational higher S0 state (emitting lower energy, higher
wavelength photons), the emission spectrum is red-shifted. This phenomenon is referred to as
“Stokes shift” named after George Gabriel Stokes. The partial overlap of the emission and
absorption spectra, which is oftentimes present, appears to violate this.

Figure 3-20: Perrin-Jablonski diagram, to the left, the absorption of high energy photons and subsequent
promotion of electrons from the ground state S0 to different vibrational levels of the excited states S1 and S2 is
illustrated. Through vibrational relaxation (orange), and internal conversion (IC, blue) the electrons can reach the
lowest vibrational level of S1 and subsequently relax via fluorescence. Alternative relaxations Pathways include inter
system crossing (ISC, red) to a triplet state and subsequent fluorescence or relaxation without emission of photons.
This figure is redrawn from chapter 3.1 in the textbook by Bernard Valeur. [157]

In fluorescence microscopes the excitation is accomplished by light sources ranging from gas
arc lamps, over LEDs combined with excitation filters, to lasers (Figure 3-21). A portion of this
light is absorbed by the fluorophores and promotes them into an excited state, which leads to
the subsequent emission of higher wavelength light through fluorescence. This light is then
isolated from the remaining excitation light by a dichroitic mirror acting as beam splitter
before it is diverted through a secondary emission filter into the occular for viewing by eye or
into a tubular lens combined with a camera. The purpose of the secondary filter is to isolate
precisely the wavelengths of interest and eliminate all residual excitation light to further
improve imaging quality and yield a bright fluorescent image against a dark background.
While this wide field microscopy setup is broadly implemented it comes with a big intrinsic
challenge. Not only light from the focal is observed plane but also from areas that are out of
focus. This leads to so called out-of-focus blur, which diminishes image quality and makes
observation of three dimensional samples challenging. In this case, structures of interest may
be obscured, and relative sample concentrations cannot precisely be determined, since the
features may be overlaying each other.
While these drawbacks can be compensated partially by deconvolution and other postprocessing like focus stacking, confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) was introduced
commercially in the 1980s to address this challenge on a fundamental level. CLSM enables the
user to scan the isolated focal plane, by blocking all photons emitted from fluorophores that
are not located in the focal plane (Figure 3-21, right). As of today CLSMs are highly
sophisticated devices, easily costing several 100k $, nevertheless the basic function relies on
fundamental optical principles. Note, CLSM is a scanning technique, in contrast to wide field
microscopy, where an image is projected. This infers, that at any given moment in time only
distinct spots of the sample are observed. The light utilized by CLSMs is produced from a laser
and “cleaned up” optically to produce a small, evenly illuminated area in the sample. The
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light is then guided through a x/y servo controlled mirror array into the objective and onto
the sample, where it excites fluorophores in a given spot that can be moved via the mirror
array. The fluorophores that are excited in this spot subsequently emit fluorescent photons,
that are – in a manner similar to the wide field setup – separated from the excitation photons
by a dichroitic mirror and a subsequent emission filter. Now the key component of the CLSM
comes into play, a pinhole (which is acting as an optical aperture) blocks all emitted photons
that do not originate from the focal plane. This is also one major drawback of CLSM,
compared to wide field microscopy, since only a small portion of the emitted light is collect,
overall higher amounts of energy have to be deposited into the samples, which in turn
increases the risk of photobleaching und phototoxicity (the latter only applies to living
samples, e.g. cells). The isolated photons are then detected by a “device” that converts
photons into an electrical signal.

Figure 3-21: Side-by-side comparison between a wide field fluorescence microscope setup (left) and a confocal
microscope (right). The main difference in the optical setup lies in the presence of the confocal pinhole, which is
essentially an aperture that blocks all photons, which emerge from planes that are not in focus. Additionally, the
CLSM is not projecting an image, but rather scans the sample spot wise and composes the image in software,
similar to the function of a SEM. This figure is based on a schematic from chapter 11 in the textbook by Bernard
Valeur.[157]

The most widely used implementation of this is a photomultiplier tube (PMT), which is rather
robust, but needs comparatively high photon counts for good signal to noise ratios,
alternatively photodiodes (PIPN-configuration) or hybrid detectors are employed, which are
more susceptible to damage by excess illumination but can provide better signal to noise
ratios at low photon counts. The data generated by this is correlated with the known location
and size of the laser spot and assembled into an image a dedicated computer. Through the
advent of piezo electrical motors, it is possible to precisely and repeatable control the zposition of the sample in the sub micrometer range, this allows vertical (optical) slicing of the
samples, given they are sufficiently translucent for light, without the need to prepare cross
sections. To give an idea of the optical limitations, this means that a typical lab-formed paper
sample can be scanned in z-positions up to 30 µm deep into the highly scattering material
until the effect diminishes image quality. For optical translucent samples, like clear polymers,
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several 100 µm are however easy to achieve. This feature is especially interesting for analysis
of coatings and material distribution.
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4. Cumulative Part
4.1. Functional surface coatings from tailor-made long-chain hydroxypropyl cellulose
ester nanoparticles

The content of this chapter has been published in:
Maximilian Nau, David Seelinger, Markus Biesalski, “Functional surface coatings from tailormade long-chain hydroxypropyl cellulose ester nanoparticles”, Cellulose, 2018, 25 (10), 57695780 published by Springer Nature, © 2018, reprinted with permission.

During the first phase of this work we were focused on gaining a more detailed understanding
of the esterification of hydroxypropyl cellulose with fatty acids. This curiosity was based on
our interest in the investigation of HPC as bio-based building block for the production of
functional polymers. The choice fell on HPC as starting material as compared to, e.g.
cellulose, this compound is intrinsically soluble in a wide range of organic solvents, which in
turn opens up a broad spectrum of possible modification. Initial investigations were focused
on fatty acid esterification, because only a small amount of work was present in the literature,
hence we choose this reaction type as a facile way to gain insight into the reaction behavior of
HPC and produce first functional materials. For this purpose, we compared range of different
reaction conditions, with the finding that neat, dry THF provided the best results (DS 3 after
6h @ 83 °C) in terms of control, toxicity and workup, while the reaction with
4-dimethylaminopyridine (4-DMAP) under Schotten-Baumann conditions provided the fastest
overall conversion (DS 3 after 3h@ 110°C). Subsequently, we analyzed reaction kinetics for
the derivatization with lauric, myristic, palmitic, and stearic acid chloride, Figure 4-1 a, with
the interesting finding, that the reactions became faster with increasing fatty acid chain
length. Those results opposed the expected trend, since for reactions with low molecular
weight alcohols, the reactivity of acid chlorides diminished with increasing chain length. We
suspected the opening of the polymer coil during the conversion as reason for this behavior,
which would mean that the apparent difference in reactivity stems from a difference in the
reactivity of the partially modified HPC during conversion. To investigate further, we
prepared half-way converted (DS 1.5) HPC with lauric and stearic acid chloride, respectively.
These two HPC derivatives were now both converted with stearic acid chlorides under
identical conditions and the kinetics of both reactions were monitored, Figure 4-1 b. We
found that the lauric acid HPC ester reacted considerably slower at first, but then started to
accelerate with increasing stearoyl content, which infers that the reaction speed is in fact
controlled via the accessibility/reactivity of the alcohol moieties presented by polymer.
Subsequently, we investigated thermal behavior of HPC-fatty acid esters with different fatty
acids and degrees of substitution, which led to a range of polymers with tunable melting and
glass transitions points from -40°C to 39°C. In a first proof of principle, we finally produced
nano-particle dispersions from the HPC stearic acid ester DS3 and prepared surfaces from
these materials. The generated coatings provided super hydrophobic static contact angles
(154±3°, sessile drop method), which could be thermally switched to become “just”
hydrophobic with a CA of 111±4°, Figure 4-1 c and d. Worthy of note is that these particles
could be transferred to an aqueous dispersion, which provides an advantage over comparable
systems based on other polysaccharide derivatives.
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Figure 4-1: a) Kinetic analysis of the esterification of HPC in THF with different fatty acid chlorides. The kinetics
approximately follow typical first-order kinetics. Surprisingly, lauric acid chloride shows the slowest reaction rate,
even though the reactivity increases with decreasing chain length. This trend continues for the other fatty acid
chlorides, with stearic acid chloride displaying the highest reaction rate. b) Kinetic analysis of the reactions between
HPCC18DS1.5 and stearic acid chloride and between HPCC12DS1.5 and stearic acid chloride. The reaction of
HPCC12DS1.5 initially shows a lower rate but then speeds up, leading to kinetics similar to the reaction of its C18
homologue. This observation indicates that the different and “inverse” overall reaction rates of HPC with stearic
acid chloride and lauric acid chloride are the result of a difference in reactivity of the partially esterified HPC
derivatives. c) Left: CA measurement of an HPCC18DS3-NP-coated glass slide. The surface is highly hydrophobic,
which prevents the droplet from being released from the needle. Center left: Measurement of the same surface
after the morphology is changed by heating. Center right: SEM image of a glass slide coated with HPCC18DS3-NP´s
Right: SEM image of a "flat" HPCC18DS3 surface obtained after heating an NP coating above 40 °C. d) Visualization
of the steps involved in preparing the surfaces depicted in c). Furthermore, the different wetting states on the
nanoparticle surface (Cassie state) and the “flat” surface (Wenzel state) are illustrated.
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4.2. Independent two way switching of the wetting behavior of cellulose-derived
nanoparticle surface coatings by light and by temperature

The content of this chapter has been published in:

Maximilian Nau, David Seelinger, Markus Biesalski, “Independent Two Way Switching of the
Wetting Behavior of Cellulose‐Derived Nanoparticle Surface Coatings by Light and by
Temperature”, Adv. Mater. Interfaces 2019, 6, 1900378 published by John Wiley and Sons, ©
2019, reprinted with permission.

During our investigation of HPC esters we followed two directions. One way was focused on
increasing control over the wettability of HPC stearic acid ester nano particle coated surfaces.
We were interested in the combination of different stimuli, with the aim to switch the wetting
behavior of the interface in an orthogonal fashion. Since the formation of nano particles from
HPC derivatives is influenced dramatically by alterations of the polymer chemistry and thus
the dissolution behavior, we opted out to modified pre-formed particles in dispersion through
non-covalent attachment of photo responsive moieties, using so-called donor acceptor
Stenhouse adducts (DASAs). The synthesis of a range of different DASA compounds, i.e.
having N-alkyl substituents with varying chain length for non-covalent interaction with the
hydrophobic particle surface, could be carried out fast without the need for complex multistep synthetic routes, like it would be necessary for comparable photoswitches (e.g.
spiropyrane). Initially the optimal reaction system (i.e. solvent) for this reaction was
determined through kinetic analysis (Figure 4-2 a), determination of the reaction rate
constants and the reaction order. A range of DASAs with N-alkyl substituents (C2H5 through
C18H37) were synthesized (Figure 4-2 b) and screened for their ability to influence the wetting
of the super hydrophobic surfaces produced from the nano particles through switching by
visible light. The investigation revealed, that di-N-dodecyl substituted DASA provided the
ability to switch the coatings on from super hydrophobic to hydrophilic, which in combination
with lab engineered paper sheets as substrate yielded the ability to induce controlled, fast,
and complete imbibition of water into the super hydrophobic surface, Figure 4-2 c. Through
exploitation of heating as orthogonal stimulus, the surface could then be switched back to
become hydrophobic since the particles would melt and form a film, that locks the water from
imbibition into the substrate, Figure 4-2 d. In conclusion, this system is a potential candidate
e.g. for the control of water flow (imbibition) in microfluidic paper based systems, where a
closed-open-closed valve, e.g. for timing purposes, is desired.
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Figure 4-2: a) Reaction kinetics of Stenhouse reaction of barbituric acid derivative 3 and diethylamine to DASA 4 in
THF (black line) and chloroform (green line) at 22 °C and at a stating concentration of 1.5 mM of both reactants. b)
General synthetic pathways to three different DASAs (4, 5, 6). Top: Condensation of N,N’-dimethylbarbituric acid 1
and furfural 2, in water, 22 °C, 3 h. Bottom: Reaction of 3 and different di-N-alkyl-amines to form DASAs 4, 5 and 6.
c) Frame-wise depiction of the change in the wetting behavior of a paper coated with a combination of HPCC18NPs
and DASA 6. The first image shows the moment when the light is turned on, 7 s before the imbibition process
starts. The second to last images depict the imbibition process, beginning at t = 0 and ending after 640 ms d) CA
analysis of the DASA 6 modified NP-coatings prior to illumination, after illumination and after heating above 40 °C,
SEM images corresponding to the change in the morphology of the optically switched state and once heated above
40 °C.
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4.3. Spatially resolved crosslinking of hydroxypropyl cellulose esters for the
generation of functional surface-attached organogels

The content of this chapter has been published in:

Maximilian Nau, Simon Trosien, David Seelinger, Anna K. Boehm, Markus Biesalski, “Spatially
resolved crosslinking of hydroxypropyl cellulose esters for the generation of functional
surface-attached organogels”, Front. Chem., 2019, 7, 367, published by Frontiers under the
CC-BY 4.0 license, reprint does not require explicit permission

A second follow-up strategy based on the findings in section 4.1 was focused on the
incorporation of reactive moieties into the HPC chains. The aim was to generate a flexible,
cross linkable system which would allow us, to generate polymer gels with adjustable polarity
and netpoint density with the option to generate patterns (e.g. for microfluidic purposes)
without the need for lithographic methods. This was facilitated through esterification of HPC
with 10-undecenoyl chloride, and for the hydrophobic version additionally with stearic
acid(Figure 4-3 a). The unsaturated side-chains could now be utilized as crosslinking points;
which was utilized through the employment of 4,4′-bis(diethylamino)benzophenone (DEABP)
as radical generator in combination with a x/y-movable laser diode (405 nm). As substrate for
this investigations we used a glass slide which was dip-coated with a mixture of
allyltriethoxysilane and tetraethoxysilane, and subsequently cured to provide allyl groups as
anchor points for the polymer network. After solvent casting of a film consisting of modified
HPC and DEABP onto these functionalized glass slides the coatings were illuminated locally
with the laser diode and unbound polymer was removed via solvent extraction (Figure 4-3 b).
Through variation of the laser illumination time, i.e. deposited energy, the crosslinking
density could be adjusted, which was confirmed through in-situ confocal laser scanning
microscopy of polymer patches in swelling experiments. The achieved linear deformation of
surface bound networks ranged between 2 and 6 relative to the initial film thickness, which
correlates to netpoint densities between 2.35 µmol/cm³ and 177 µmol/cm³, respectively,
demonstrating the wide tuneability of this system (Figure 4-3 c). In a proof of principle
application, we subsequently designed two microfluidic channels, one with the hydrophilic
and another with the hydrophobic HPC polymer network and demonstrated the ability to
selectively concentrate a model-pollutant (pyrene) from water (Figure 4-3 d). The results
serve as another example of the versatility of HPC as basic building block for functional
surface coatings and concludes the work on this material within the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 4-3: a) Synthesis of HPC esters 1 and 2: Hydrophobic ester 1 exhibits 0.25 undecenoyl (B) and 2.75 stearoyl
groups (C) per AGU, and hydrophilic ester 2 is esterified by 0.30 undecenoyl groups (B) per AGU, whereas 2.70 OH
groups per AGU remain unmodified (A). b) Schematic of the production of surface-bound polymer network 1
crosslinked via laser treatment and a photograph of the surface-attached polymer network swollen in CHCl3
spelling “MAP”. c) Single frames from the in situ monitored swelling of polymer 1 in CHCl3, obtained by dynamic
CLSM analysis in xzt mode. d) Microfluidic proof-of-principle device. A network of the hydrophobic polymer 1 is
generated within a microfluidic channel and used to collect pyrene from an aqueous pyrene solution, indicated by
the changes in grey value. The hydrophilic polymer 2 acts a reference, where now change in mean grey value
before and after the patch is measurable.
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4.4. Design of friction, morphology, wetting and protein affinity by cellulose blend
thin film composition

The content of this chapter has been published in:

Caterina Czibula, Gundula Teichert, Maximilian Nau, Mathias Hobisch, Chonnipa Palasingh,
Markus Biesalski, Stefan Spirk, Christian Teichert and Tiina Nypelö, “Design of friction,
morphology, wetting and protein affinity by cellulose blend thin film composition”, Front.
Chem., 2019, 7, 239, published by Frontiers under the CC-BY 4.0 license, reprint does not
require explicit permission.

Following the research on HPC esterification in section 4.1 a multilateral and international
cooperation with Prof. Stefan Spirk (Graz University of Technology, Austria), Prof. Christian
Teichert (University of Leoben, Austria) and Prof. Tiina Nypelö (Chalmers University of
Technology, Sweden) was started. We were interested in possible applications of HPC stearic
acid esters in the formation of blend films with trimethylsilyl cellulose (TMSC) and the
resulting surface properties. For readability the blends are referred to by their fractional
composition in the format TMSC:HPCE, i.e. a composition of 3 parts TMSC and 1 part HPCE
would be 3:1. During this research the phase separation of blends formed from the HPCE and
TMSC were exploited to generate both, chemically and morphologically, unique surface
structures This was facilitated through the variation of the ratio of TMSC and HPCE, both
dissolved in chloroform, and subsequent spin-coating onto either SPR-substrates or silicone
wavers. The surfaces generated after evaporation of the solvent were characterized via AFM
(Figure 4-4 a and b) to determine the morphology and localization of both polymers. Through
regeneration of the cellulose in one set of the samples, identification of the respective
protrusions and cavities became trivial since the loss in mass of TMSC during regeneration
leads to obvious morphological changes in the film (Figure 4-4 b). The coatings with a ratio of
3:1 exhibited valleys of HPCE in a matrix comprised of TMCS, which after regeneration of the
cellulose led to HPCE protrusions on the now collapsed cellulose. This arrangement was
inverted when the for a ratio of 1:3, where initially TMSC protrusions are presented in a
HPCE matrix that, after regeneration, form cellulose valleys. Contact mode friction force
microscopy revealed further that the friction coefficient, as well as the adhesion force, was
lower for the blend film than for the respective coatings prepared from the pure polymer
(Figure 4-4 c). The final point of interest was, if the roughness or chemical composition of the
coatings could be used to tune the unspecific protein adsorption. For this purpose, BSA was
selected as model analyte and QCM-D measurements (to determine total adsorption) as well
as SPR spectroscopy (dry mass, utilizing the de Feijter equation) were carried out and
correlated with the ratio of the polymers (Figure 4-4 d). In brief, an increase in HPCE content
led to an increased protein adsorption and the roughness, as well as friction appeared to
showed no correlation to the protein adsorption, leading to the conclusion, that the surface
free energy (Figure 4-4 e) appeared to be the dominating factor.
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Figure 4-4: a) AFM topography imaging of polymer-blend coatings comprised of TMSC and HPC stearic acid ester
with different blend ratio. On top the neat films after casting are displayed, while the bottom shows the same films
after regeneration of cellulose from the TMSC b) High resolution 3D Images of the 2 x 2 µm sections of the AFM
topography displayed in a), the distinct changes in morphology induced by the variation of the can be easily
identified, z-scale is 60 nm. c) Friction coefficient and adhesion force measurements of coatings with different
ratios, the data was obtained through contact mode AFM analysis. d) Analysis of BSA adsorption onto the different
cellulose:HPCE coatings as well as total adsorption determined through QCM-D and SPR, showing a steady increase
in BSA adsorption with increasing HPCE content. e) Plot of the BSA adsorption with the surface free energy.
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4.5. Janus-type hybrid paper membranes

The content of this chapter has been published in:

Maximilian Nau and Nicole Herzog, Johannes Schmidt, Tobias Meckel, Annette AndrieuBrunsen and Markus Biesalski, “Janus‐Type Hybrid Paper Membranes“ Adv. Mater. Interfaces
2019, 6, 1900892 published by John Wiley and Sons, © 2019, reprinted with permission.

In cooperation with the group of Prof. Andrieu-Brunsen (SmartMembranes), we were
interested in the investigation of functional paper coatings with tailor-made and modular
wetting properties, respectively. With initial attempts to establish silica based DASA-coatings
on paper, we aimed to produce papers coated with neat silica first, in order to establish a
baseline for the interface properties. During this trials we were surprised by the discovery that
small amounts of silica, which is inherently hydrophilic, were able to inhibit the imbibition of
water into the paper substrate and resulted in apparent water contact angles in excess of 120°
(Figure 4-5 a). Intrigued by this discovery we also found that we were able to control the
wettability of both sides of the paper through the concentration of the dip-coating solution
and the drying methods employed (Figure 4-5 b). Subsequent analysis of the paper coatings
using CLSM revealed that the silica distribution was in fact the driving force between the
different observed wetting behaviors (Figure 4-5 c). Through correlation of the CLSM data,
thermogravimetric analysis, and Kr-BET measurements we were further able to determine
that the actual thickness of the coatings ranged below 50 nm, and the local gravimetric
threshold was found to range between 1.85 and 2.05 wt. % silica relative to the mass of
cellulose. The control of the silica distribution enabled us further to produce Janus type
membranes, with one hydrophobic and one hydrophilic surface. Such membranes are
typically only achievable through multistep processes, involving laborious routines and highly
unsustainable (i.e. perfluorinated) compounds. Our work, in comparison, produced a porous
hybrid material with Janus type interfaces, which is basically composed of wood fibers and
glass. Notably these membranes were able to separate oil and water, because they would only
let the respective liquids permeate through in one direction, thus effectively working as a
double diode (Figure 4-5 d).
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Figure 4-5: a) Static contact angle measurements of 2 µL water (MiliQ) droplets on silica coated eucalyptus-sulfate
paper sheets (~80 g/m²). The papers are coated with the three different TEOS concentrations, “low”,
“intermediate”, and “high”. b) Schematic illustration of the preparation of silica coated paper sheets. The paper
sheet is dip coated in three different precursor solutions having defined amounts of dissolved TEOS given in the
inserted table. Subsequently, the samples are cured in preheated ovens at 130 °C under atmospheric pressure and
vacuum, respectively. c) CLSM images of cross sections of hybrid papers prepared and the corresponding relative
silica distribution from left to right increasing TOES concentration and cured under ambient pressure (top) and
vacuum (bottom). All images are z-projections of stacks with 20 to 25 individual images, respectively. d)
Experimental set-up with a membrane between water phase on the bottom and oil phase on the top. An oil
droplet colored with Sudan IV or and water droplet colored with FITC-dextran are positioned on the opposite side
to take a look on droplet permeation. Images of the four combinations of permeation/exclusion on the right.
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5. Towards smart polysaccharide coatings and bio-based process additives in
paper making
5.1. Thermally responsive paper coatings
The content of this chapter has been disclosed in the patent application DE 102018111495.8
(„Thermoresponsive Papierbeschichtungen auf Basis von Cellulosederivaten“). The work
presented is the result of a collaboration of the Technische Universität Darmstadt with the
Papierfabrik August Koehler SE, a paper mill which is focused on specialty papers, like
carbonless copy- and thermal printing paper. Thermal paper (e.g. receipts at cash registers)
are printed with thermal printers, which work with an array of submillimeter resistors, that
are used as heat source. This system does not heat the substrate to a defined temperature, it
rather deposits a defined amount of energy per unit area.
As laid out in section 1.4, the function of thermal printing paper is currently (in almost all
products) obtained by a thermo reactive coating, that forms a colored area from a leuco dye
once heated beyond a certain temperature threshold. The use of potentially harmful chemicals
in products of our daily lives is under constant scrutiny, be it by consumers, NGOs, or
governments. Since the Bisphenol A (BPA), which was until recently the primary used
developer in thermal paper, has been the focus of controversy due to its adverse effects as
endocrine disrupter and potential other hazards, alternative methods to obtain thermo
printable coatings have to be considered. This challenge has become significantly more
pressing since BPA will be effectively banned EU-wide in thermal paper after 02.01.2020.[137]
At prior stages of our work we observed, that coatings from HPC ester based nano particles
showed high opacities, even at low coat weights (starting at 0.2 g/m²). This led to the
hypothesis that it might be possible to use nano particles from polysaccharide based
thermoplastics to create high opacity coatings on colored substrates, which could be molten
locally to destroy the scattering centers and reveal the colored base paper. In initial trials,
HPCC18DS3 nano particles were applied to black paper substrates and coat weights as low as
0.2 g/m² yielded an apparently white coating. As a proof-of-principle experiment, the coated
paper was heated locally by an infrared laser to create the image displayed in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1: A coating of HPCC18DS3 nano particles (0.5 g/m²) on black cardboard. The coating was heated locally
with a pulsed IR-laser (λ = 10.6 µm) depositing an energy of 0.3 mJ/mm². Through this, the highly opaque particle
structure has been transferred into a translucent film, which in turn creates the impressing of a black image on a
white background.

While this demonstration shows good potential behind this idea, the material exhibited a
melting point at ~40°C. This would be extremely challenging in actual applications since
paper machines need to remove the water, used as carrier for the coatings, with heat which
leaves the material at temperatures typically between 50 and 70 °C when spun up onto the
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tambour. Having a thermoplastic material in a molten state at this point of the process could,
of course, lead to the formation of a massive block which essentially prohibits this route. In
addition, the HPC derivative employed is not commercially available, which would pose a
second major hurdle for industrial application. In a response to those challenges, the main
requirements for coating materials that would be employed in this endeavor were formulated
as:
1. thermal stability at process temperatures (Tm > 100 °C)
2. long term stability of the coating (to avoid unwanted coloring)
3. bio based material with thermoplastic properties, established on an industrial scale
Based on our own previous work on commercially available cellulose esters, we knew that a
range of short chain CEs would exhibit thermoplastic properties and we had data to select the
most promising candidate, which was a cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) with a DS Ac of 0.12,
a DSBu of 2.62, a Mn of 30,000 g/mol, and a Tm of 141 °C. After this material had been
identified as potential lead compound a method for the production of sufficiently
concentrated – about 10–20 % by weight – nano particle dispersions on the 10–100 g scale
had to be established. Based on the general procedures laid out in sections 2.2.3 and 3.2 it
was suspected, that a direct precipitation of sufficiently diluted CAB could successfully
produce nano particles. Furthermore, through engineering of the non-solvent it should be
possible to induce partial aggregation to yield larger clusters composed of small structures,
that would still scatter light similar to nano particles, but could be handled at higher
concentrations without the risk of large scale aggregation. It was found, that a suitable system
started with a 1 % (by weight) solution of CAB in THF. 1000 mL of this solution are
precipitated in a mixture of 2800 mL isopropanol, 1200 mL distilled water, and 0.1 wt.%
PVOH. After this, the resulting colloidal suspension is stirred for 24 hours to force the
complete removal of solvent from the particles and foster partial aggregation, a process which
is detailed with SEM imaging in Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2: SEM images of dried samples taken from the CAB-precipitation solution at different times after the
initial precipitation. It is evident, that at first (0 min) the particles still contain high amounts of solvent and
disintegrate for the best part after evaporation of the surrounding medium. Subsequently the solvent is removed
more and more which leads to roughly spherical particles after 60 minutes. Further curing then leads to irregular
shaped particles which is a typical observation for short chain CE´s. Finally, the particles start to exhibit (wanted)
partial aggregation after 2 h of stirring, since the mechanical energy supplied is sufficient to overcome the coulomb
stabilization (section 3.2).

Subsequently, the formed particles would settle down to form a concentrated layer (~1–2
wt.%) at the bottom of the flask. After isolation by centrifugation, the particles could be
successfully re-suspended in pure water to remove any residual organic solvent. This method
could produce 40–50 g of CAB particles per day, but produced excessive amounts of solvent
waste. Subsequent analysis revealed that the primary particle size (prior to aggregation) was
comparable to the size of the previously used HPC-based particles. After this challenge was
successfully overcome, the next step was to make a suitable coating. The general approach
was to apply the formulation via blade coating to a model surface (structured Hostaphan®
foil) and use the aforementioned IR-laser to apply defined energy amounts. Subsequently, the
samples were analyzed via visible light microscopy (wide field). The primary challenge at this
stage was to determine which coating additives were needed for the formulation to form a
stable dispersion without unwanted large scale aggregation. Furthermore, the resulting
coating has to form a mechanically stable film, as pure nano particles can easily be stripped
off and must still exhibit a change in opacity after thermal treatment.
Over 200 formulations were evaluated, containing a broad range of typical coating additives,
tuned to different pH-values (HCl, NaOH), ion concentrations (NaCl, CaCl2), and solid
content. During this work, synthetic binders from the Acronal® and Styronal® family by
BASF were investigated. While some lead to large scale aggregation, one non-ionic styrenebutadien (SB) binder lead to stable films that are resistant to scratching and do not break
when bent around a 1.5 mm radius. Furthermore, the use of partly hydrolyzed polyvinyl
alcohol (PVOH) enabled us to control the viscosity, aid in binding, and stabilize the
dispersion, hence this compound is acting in three roles at once. Subsequent analysis of the
“optimized” coating revealed, that with coat weights below 10 g/m² the initial transparency
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(according to DIN 53147) for visible light is below 40 % while the transparency values go up
to 90 % after heating, yielding a good contrast, as illustrated in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3: CAB-NP coated transparent Hostaphan® substrates on top of black cardboard (increasing coat weight
from left to right). The top images show the material after heating above Tm, while the bottom row depicts the
coatings in their native state.

During subsequent testing on a lab-scale thermal printer (Figure 5-4), it became obvious that
continuous printing with this coating alone was not possible, because the coating would stick
to the heating elements on occasion. This is attributed to the rather low printing speed of our
setup (5 lines per second), which leads to excessive interaction between the polymer and the
printing array. Nevertheless, this challenge has to be attributed in further work to yield a
reliable product. It should be possible without too many issues via the addition of a
transparent, flexible, non-thermoplastic layer as additional top-coating, but was beyond the
scope of this project. As material of choice we identified siloxane coatings since they are
already applied widely and release line on labels or adhesive tape.

Figure 5-4: A lab-scale thermal printer based around a commercial printing unit, combined with purpose build
electronics to interface with a computer running a custom LabView program to create the possibility for precise
control of heating, dwell time, and speed.

In conclusion we demonstrated a facile way to produce a bio based coating with high
potential for the application in thermal paper on the road to a more sustainable product, with
a lower environmental impact.
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5.2. Initial studies on oxidized hydroxypropyl cellulose
While oxidization of cellulose, with e.g. 2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxyl (TEMPO), is a
well-documented and established technique, and even used commercially for the
improvement of wound dressings (because of intrinsically low cell adhesion to oxidized
cellulose), HPC has to the best of our knowledge not been investigated in the same manner.
Since we found the literature lacking in this regards, we started to investigate if controlled
oxidization of HPC is possible and what properties the oxidized HPC (HPCox) would exhibit.
In a first approach we investigated if the well-known Swern-oxidation, utilizing DMSO and
oxalylchloride at low temperatures, would be capable to oxidize HPC in a controlled fashion.
This strategy was chosen since the Swern oxidation is known to stop at the carbonyl stage and
does generally not produce carboxylic acid moieties, which would leave us with the desired
product. Unfortunately, the reaction, arguably because of too low reactivity of the reactive
species, did not lead to oxidization of the HPC, which is why this route was quickly discarded.
Consequently, we considered the more aggressive TEMPO-mediated oxidation with sodium
hypochlorite as illustrated in Figure 5-5. This reaction is carried out in a two phase system,
where the oxidizing TEMPO species is present in a chloroform phase and HPC is dissolved in
an aqueous phase. In combination with initially low reaction temperatures (0 °C) this method
is comparably suitable for controlled oxidations. Additionally, in HPC almost all alcohol
functions are present as secondary alcohols which intrinsically increases the barrier between
the carbonyl and carboxyl reaction stage of oxidation.

Figure 5-5: Schematic representation of the TEMPO mediated oxidation of HPC using sodium hypochlorite as
oxidant. When carried out under heterogeneous, i.e. multiphase, conditions this route led to a degree of oxidation
< 0.1 (according to 1H-NMR analysis of a soluble fraction). The majority of the product remains insoluble in neutral
water and can only be dissolved under acidic conditions, indicating a reversible crosslinking mechanism.

After isolation of the products and drying in vacuo, independent of the amount of oxidizer
used, the product would not dissolve in any common solvent. When water was added, the
product would swell by factor of 10–20, but it would not dissolve as demonstrated in Figure
5-6.
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Figure 5-6: Examples of HPCox (produced with increasing amounts of oxidant from left to right) swollen in water.
While there is no observable spontaneous dissolution, addition of 0.1 M acetic acid led to the formation of a
homogeneous solution within minutes, further pointing towards a acetal/ketal based crosslinking between the
polymer chains.

There were some “extractable” components, which were analyzed via 1H-NMR and exhibited
low (<0.1) degrees of oxidation. It was suggested, that the HPCox would auto-crosslink via
the formation of ketal moieties (Figure 5-7). This was tested via the addition of 0.1 M acetic
acid which readily dissolved the polymer within seconds. Subsequently, the now dissolved
HPCox was re isolated, separated into two parts and dried in vacuo and under ambient
conditions respectively. The sample dried in vacuo would again be cross-linked and only swell,
revealing that this process was reversible, in contrast the sample dried under ambient
conditions (for 240 h) did not exhibit the same behavior and was readily soluble in water
without addition of any acid. This supports the hypothesis of ketal formation, because in the
final stage of this reaction water is eliminated and thus the vacuum treatment would move
the equilibrium to the product side.

Figure 5-7: Proposed mechanism of the acetal/ketal formation involved in the reversible crosslinking of HPC ox. Note
that this reaction route would explain both core observations, drying induced network formation and acid induced
re-dissolution.

An alternative explanation would be the aldol-reaction mechanism. This would however need
a catalyst (basic or acid) to occur, which is not present, and no difference between the
vacuum dried and ambient dried polymer would be expected, as no water is released during
this reaction. Still, both hypotheses need to be addressed in the future.
At this point the project started to ask more questions than it answered, therefore we decided
to start a stand-alone 3-year project to investigate the possibilities of HPCox in detail and
explore further into the nature of its crosslinking, control and influence of D ox, possible
further derivatization, and finally potential applications. Nevertheless, this poses an
interesting insight into the particular structure property relationships of HPC, comparable to
the “inverted” reaction kinetics observed in section 4.1, because this behavior is completely
different than the properties of oxidized cellulose. These, completely unexpected, properties
originate simply from the fact that instead of the AGU-alcohol function, the reaction takes
place on the hydroxypropyl moieties. The cause of this drastic change in outcome is beyond
the scope of this work and will be studied within the mentioned follow-up project.
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5.3. Cellulose based LCST-polymers as wet-end additive in paper production
The following section gives an overview of the results generated during the project INFOR
193 “Steigerung der Energieeffizienz bei der Trocknung von Papier und Papierstrichen durch
intelligente, schaltbare Polymere”. This project was a cooperation between our working group
and the “Papiertechnische Stiftung (PTS), Heidenau”, it was furthermore guided by a range of
industry-partners from the “Verband Deutscher Papierfabriken e.V.” and the INFOR-council,
which also provided funding.
Polymers that exhibit a miscibility gap in a given solvent at elevated temperatures are called
lower critical solution temperature (LCST, Figure 5-8) polymers. In practice this describes,
that at temperatures below the LCST the mixture is a homogeneous one phase system for all
compositions, i.e. the minimum of the spinodal curve. But once the spinodal is crossed, the
intramolecular interactions of the polymer chains start to dominate over the polymer-solvent
interaction, which leads to the collapse of the solvated polymer chains, removal of the solvent,
and subsequent phase separation.

Figure 5-8: Location of the LCST in a schematically phase/temperature diagram for a polymer solution. If the system
is heated above the spinodal curve, the solution demixes reversibly. This behavior can be exploited e.g. while
dissolving bulk polymers, or in the case of this project, possibly to trigger the release of bound water.

During paper production drying has the highest demand on both energy and space
consumption. Hence improving the drying efficiency is, from a process engineering
perspective, of great interest to reduce cost and energy consumption. Typical optimization
approaches focus on the mechanical drying part (vacuum dewatering and pressing) in the first
step and heat reclaiming methods. In the first phases of thermal drying, the wet paper web is
losing water at a constant rate through surface evaporation of the capillary water. After the
capillary water is gone, the second stage begins, where water molecules that are bound to the
fiber surface are removed, as illustrated in Figure 5-9. Our work focused on this later stage of
the drying process, where the rate of drying decreases rapidly, because in addition to the
isolated evaporation, the water has also to be dissociated from the cellulose fibers, which
increases the required energy dramatically.
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Figure 5-9: Schematic representation of the different drying phases encounter throughout the thermal drying
process of a porous material like paper. Evidently the second phase is accompanied by a drastic decrease in drying
speed, which is the direct result of an increase in the heat of evaporation due to the added energy needed do
overcome the surface adsorption.

The aim of this project was to utilize LCST polymers in this final stage in an effort to remove
bound water from the fiber surface by inducing a phase separation and thus convert the
surface bound water to free water. To be useful in this fashion the LCST has to be in the
temperature range present during the drying of 40 to 80 °C, which is covered by full synthetic
polymers like e.g. PNiPAM and PMMA/OEG-copolymers.[158-159] Fortunately analogous LCST
properties are also present in cellulose ethers like methyl, ethyl and hydroxypropyl cellulose.
[160-161]

This led to the formulation of the following project goals:
1. Determination of the LCST of different CE´s
2. Analysis and optimization of CE retention in the wet-end application (with respect
to different fiber materials)
3. Measuring and interpretation of drying curves with different:
a. CE´s
b. Application amounts
c. Fiber materials
The selection of cellulose ethers was based on availability and focused on methyl, hydroxyl
ethyl, and hydroxyl propyl (methyl) celluloses with different molar masses. Furthermore, HPC
was modified with glycidyltrimethylammonium chloride to yield a permanently charged
derivative for better retention. While some LCSTs for these materials are listed in literature,
we decided to perform measurements on our own to guarantee reliable data. The LCSTs were
determined with a combination of a photometer and a precision temperature probe, both
monitored via a camera for convenience. The setup and results are displayed in Figure 5-10
and show some discrepancies between literature data and the obtained values, which can be
explained by the influence of different substitution patterns and molecular weights. Note that
the values obtained for HEC could not be obtained from a decrease in the photometers signal
but had to be determined visually. This is due to the effect, that HEC solutions does not
become cloudy, like it would be the case for the other CEs but formed large solid aggregates
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when the temperature exceeds the LCST. In general, higher LCST temperatures are more
favorable, since this infers, that the effect will occur later in the drying process, focusing it on
the bound water.
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Figure 5-10: Setup used for the determination of the LCSTs exhibited by aqueous solutions of different cellulose
ethers, comprised of a heated bath, a precision temperature probe, a photometer and a camera for data
acquisition (left and center). Data generated using this setup (right).

As for the fiber material we selected short (SF) and long (LF) ground fibers and a mixture of
both materials (SFLF) to mimic typical fiber materials used in industrial applications. The SF
was composed of eucalyptus, while the LF was a blend of pine and spruce. Subsequently the
retention rate, i.e. the amount of material present in the final paper (inferred from
gravimetrical white water analysis) divided by the amount added to the process water was
analyzed. This trial yielded broad range of results, starting with HPMC, which showed
practically no retention, up to high molecular weight HEC, with a retention of almost all the
material. In general retention rates rose with molecular weight, which is in agreement with
prior work on polymer additives in paper.
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Figure 5-11: Determination of the respective retention rates exhibited by different LCST-CE´s, when the material is
applied in the wet-end of a lab-scale paper production process.
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Based on this, selected CE´s were analyzed towards their influence on the drying process.
Since the addition of CE´s reduced the initial water content in all cases, it was deemed
necessary to compare relative drying rates rather than absolute values, because absolute
comparisons would always be skewed by effects of primary water retention and thus
obfuscate any real effects. In these trials a laboratory scale for dry content determination with
an IR-heater was used, to streamline and speed up the process, which was necessary due to
the amount of tests required.
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Figure 5-12: Analysis of the influence of different LCST-CEs on the drying behavior of papers. Both graphs are based
on the same dataset. While the left graph shows absolute values, indicating that all polymers exhibit a positive
influence on the drying process, when one is taking into account the changes in initial moisture content and thus
comparing relative drying rates (right), it becomes obvious that only three promising candidates remain.

With this knowledge MC1600 Cps, HEC 250k, and HEC 720k were identified as lead
components for further study using a Rapid Köthen sheet former. These “sheet former trials”
were carried out in a way that for every sample (i.e. combination of fiber material and
cellulose ether in a given concentration) 11 papers with a grammage of 80 g/m²were formed.
Every one of these papers was dried for a specific time (0, 30, 60, 120, 180, up to 600 s) and
for every sample the residual water content was analyzed via the aforementioned scale for dry
content determination, providing the data for numerical analysis based on Figure 5-13.
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Figure 5-13: a) Example of a residual moisture curve, as produced by the trials run on a Rapid Köthen sheet former.
b) Plot of the mass relative to the dry mass (m-rel.) normalized to the initial mass relative to the dry mass (m-rel.0).
These examples both show SF-material, with the addition of HEC 720k (5 wt.-%).

The aim of this study was to gain insight into possible effects that LCST polymers could
generate in a more real world like drying process. This is mimicked through the use of a Rapid
Köthen sheet former, that is equipped with a drying system far more reminiscent of an
industrial drying than an enclosed IR-heated dry scale, but does under no circumstances
replicate the exact conditions present on a paper machine. Based on the aforementioned data,
the residual relative moisture content is calculated and plotted as shown in Figure 5-13 b.
Since this follows the basic exponential decay function (equation 1), the exponential decay
constant (equation 1, parameter b) can be acquired via numeric fitting, with the parameters a
and c fixed at 1 and 0, to represent the initial and final relative moisture content. The
parameter b, henceforth referred as relative residual drying rate (RRDR), was determined for
all three fiber materials, in combination with the three selected polymers in relative
concentrations (polymer wt./ dry fiber wt.) of 5 and 10 % respectively.
𝑚−𝑟𝑒𝑙.(𝑡)−1
𝑚−𝑟𝑒𝑙.0 −1

= 𝑎 ∗ 𝑒 −𝑡𝑏 + 𝑐

(1)

In comparison to the fiber material without additives, Figure 5-14 shows that all three
polymers, in both concentrations, improve the drying performance of all three fiber types. The
general improvement with an increase in concentration of the polymers is consistent with the
retention rates displayed in Figure 5-11. MC 1600 Cps, and HEC 250k showed similar
retention rates (in the 30 % range) and show similar improvement of the RRDR when the
concentration is doubled. HEC720k however exhibited almost complete retention and hence
shows no significant improvement when the concentration is increased. This leads to the
conclusion, that for HEC 720k the fibers are already loaded completely at 5 wt.%.
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Figure 5-14: The relative residual drying rate, based on the numerical analysis of the drying experiments in Figure 510 b show that all three lead-polymers improve the dying rate, compared to the reference paper without additive.
The effect is present for all three fiber materials, but is most prominent in short ground fibers (SF).

Due to practical limitations, i.e. viscosity related challenges, only HEC 250k and MC 1600Cps
were analyzed on a pilot machine. Unfortunately, despite the promising lab scale results, the
polymer additive lead to some issues on the paper machine. Foaming, which had been of
minor concern in lab trials became an apparent issue on the larger scale machine, which
would have to be addressed by addition of surface active agents, which would most likely
impede fiber coverage. In addition, the vacuum applied in the lab scale coater was
considerably higher compared to the pilot machine, this in conjunction with an increased
viscosity led to challenges in the initial drying stages and a 3 % higher initial water content
when the web was transferred to the heated drying rolls, in opposition to the lab scale
experiments. The combination of these phenomena led to improper sheet formation and
inhomogeneous fiber mats. Based on this findings additional research will have to be devoted
to the transfer of this concept and to investigate, if the system can be applied to an actual
production line as drop-in solution. While this is beyond the scope of this work, we
successfully demonstrated that the core idea was feasible and, at least on a laboratory scale,
led to an improvement in the drying properties of model-papers.
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6. Summary and Outlook
During the past decades, humanity has been relying more and more on fossil based polymers
in every aspect of our daily life, starting in the use as packaging materials and commodity
items, over specialized barrier coatings and widespread use as high performance, low weight
structural components up to essential components in medical diagnostics. Despite the
immeasurable positive effect of this widespread use of crude oil based chemistry had on
mankind, we have to take a hard look into the possible ramifications that a continuation of
this course of action would entail. For one, crude oil will run out, even by optimistic
estimations, before the end of this century given our current rate of consumption and the
remaining reserves. Secondly, as of now there are already unacceptable amounts of nonbiodegradable polymers released into our environment, with no natural way of
decomposition, excluding painstakingly slow UV-degradation. This has sparked research into
a range of approaches to produce bio-based and ideally biodegradable polymers in an effort to
replace petrochemical compounds and make way to a truly closed loop economy. Notable
materials in this area are polyesters like poly lactic acid and polyhydroxyalkanoates, starch
derivatives, cellulose based materials like cellulose acetate (ester) or carboxymethyl cellulose
(ether), and even protein based compounds. The industrial impact and thus the effect on the
real world has been growing constantly with increasing prices, both monetary and
environmentally, that are associated with crude oil based polymers.
Based on these developments, the need for novel bio based polymers is also increasing, which
has led to a surge in research regarding functional materials derived from sustainable sources.
While most of the approaches in literature are focused on a specific functionality or specific
physicochemical properties, we were intrigued by the question, what could be done with a
given bio based material, i.e. hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC), through simple and
straightforward modification. This shift in focus from the product to the range of possible
properties that could be generated with HPC as starting material, led to the formulation of our
main goals.
The main focus of this work was, in brief, to establish a good understanding of the reaction
kinetics and behavior of HPC during esterification with different acid chlorides, ranging from
unsaturated 10-undenoic acid to stearic acid. Once this was well understood and controlled,
the materials were used in an effort to crate tailored functional interfaces aiming for the
discovery of possible applications and further utility. To this end both, classical surface
coating techniques, including blending, additivities, and different application methods as well
as photolithographic methods were utilized, which finally led to a range of proof-of-principle
and proof-of-concept stage demonstrations creating, superhydrophobic (section 4.1) and
photoresponsive (section 4.2) coating materials, surface attached networks with tunable
polarity (section 4.3), thermo-optical coatings, coatings with tunable friction properties
(section 4.4) and finally in a spin-off cooperation Janus type membranes (section 4.5).
To gain systematic knowledge about the esterification of HPC with fatty acid chlorides, a task
the literature has until now failed to address comprehensively, we studied the reaction
behavior of HPC with stearic acid chloride (model reactant) under different (homogeneous)
reaction conditions and established neat and dry THF as best reaction medium with regards to
toxicity, workup and reaction speed. This optimized system was then used to study reaction
kinetics of HPC esterification with different fatty acid chlorides as mentioned above. The
resulting polymers were studied via conventional 1H-NMR analysis, which was correlated with
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elemental analysis to result in a reliable and precise data-set. We found the exact inversion
from the expected trend in reaction rates, which was that short chain acid chlorides would
result in the fastest reaction. This was attributed to the coil-widening effect of longer chain
substituents, which was further backed up by a reference experiment utilizing halfway
modified starting materials. Using fully modified HPC stearic acid ester we were able to create
nano particles via a precipitation process. To generate functional paper coatings, we used
spray coating as a facile application method, which would allow us to deposit minimal
amounts of the materials and thus to generate super hydrophobic coatings. Interestingly,
these coatings were thermo responsive which, after heating, inferred a strong change in the
wetting behavior, i.e. the contact angle would decrease to become just hydrophobic. This was,
through SEM-Imaging, determined to be caused by the loss of the particle structure and
formation of a comparatively flat surface.
Starting from this stimulus-responsive coating we were highly interested in the addition of a
second, orthogonal, stimulus to generate a system which could be switched between multiple
states independently. This was achieved through the targeted synthesis of different donor
acceptor Stenhouse adducts, which exhibit a strong change in polarity, from a non-polar,
hydrophobic state to a charged, polar state upon irradiation with visible light. In the endeavor
we first established the fastest reaction system to produce the desired derivatives, based on
UV-Vis monitoring of a model reaction and kinetic analysis. Subsequently, three derivatives of
interest with different alkyl-substituents were synthesized, characterized by means of NMRspectroscopy and added to the existing nano-particle dispersion, respectively. The rationale
behind this was to get the alkyl-substituents on the DASA to associate to the nano-particles via
van der Waals interaction which would expose the polarity-switching domain towards the
surrounding medium. The formulations with different amount of the respective DASA were
then coated onto paper substrate, as before, and partially illuminated. Subsequent contact
angle analysis revealed, that the addition of di-dodecyl-substituted DASA in fact produced
surfaces that would be initially super hydrophobic and would become exceptionally
hydrophilic after illumination. Dynamic CA analysis further showed that the switching
occurred within 7 seconds after illumination, proving a fast reaction of this system. The now
hydrophilic material could subsequently be switched thermally to become hydrophobic again,
leading to an orthogonally controllable wetting system. In future work such surface coatings
could possibly be utilized in microfluidics or dosing system that are using an off-on-of
switching sequence.
These first investigations spawned several branches in this work, the first point of interest
was, that we noted a strong change in the optical properties of HPC stearic acid ester nano
particle coatings when they were heated above Tm. Initially the NP coatings exhibited an
exceptional opacity, even coat weights below 1 g/m² were able to cover a black cardboard in
a way that made it appearance white, caused by the abundance of scattering centers
presented by the particles. After heating above Tm the particulate structure is disintegrated,
leading to the formation of a film, that is transparent to visible light. While this was an
interesting find on its own, at the time we were not too concerned about this discovery.
Someway down the road we were approached by the Papierfabrik August Koehler, a specialty
paper manufacturer who is, next to other paper based products, the world leading
manufacturer of thermal printing paper. The possibility to create thermal printing paper based
around bio-based nano particles and their change in opacity was at this point quiet intriguing
to both parties, which is why a cooperation project was started. Unfortunately, initial
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investigations swiftly revealed, that the HPC ester based particles were, beyond the proof-ofprinciple stage, unsuitable for this application due to the comparatively low T m of 38 °C.
Based on this, we screened existing, commercially available, bio based polymers and found
the mixed cellulose ester containing acetic and butyric acid (CAB) substituents to be a
potential alternative. This material, in the given composition, exhibited a T m at 141°C,
meaning it would for all intents and purposes be stable under normal environmental
conditions, even on a dashboard under direct sunlight and during the paper manufacturing
process, where temperatures may reach 100 to 120 °C. Furthermore, commercial thermal
printers would still be able to trigger the needed phase transition. In consequence we
developed a novel precipitation protocol to form nanoparticles from this material in an effort
to generate optical properties. The final process used a solution of CAB in THF, which was
precipitated into an isopropanol/water mixture containing PVOH to increase colloidal
stabilization. This process enabled us to produce roughly 40-50 g CAB nano particles per day
using conventional lab equipment. After exchanging the dispersing medium for water, coating
color formulations were developed using different pH-values (HCl, NaOH), ion concentrations
(NaCl, CaCl2), solid content and binders to improve the film stability. Coatings made from
these formulations were analysed using an IR-laser to deposit amounts of energy comparable
to a commercial thermal printer, the differences in opacity, i.e. contrast, between the molten
and the particular areas were evaluated using a microscope and grey scale analysis, as well as
a transparency tester for larger samples. The best coating (highest contrast and mechanical
stability) exhibited a change in transparency from below 40 % to over 90 %. In succession to
this work a 3-year project was started with the aim to improve the performance further,
especially through optimization of the phase transition, but also considering different
approaches focused on the generation and thermal destruction of high opacity coatings. This
could for instance be achieved through a polymer blend that exhibit reversible phase
separation.
Subsequently we investigated another interesting use of HPC stearic acid esters during an
international cooperation involving Stefan Spirk (Institute of Paper, Pulp and Fiber
Technology, Graz University of Technology, Austria), Christian Teichert (Institute of Physics,
University of Leoben, Austria), and Tiina Nypelö (Chalmers University of Technology,
Sweden). We discovered, that the combination with trimethyl silyl cellulose and subsequent
regeneration led to phase separated film with tunable morphology. This in turn gave control
over the friction properties (analyzed via FFM) and the surface roughness. Combination of
AFM and AFM Imaging revealed fundamental changes in the surface depending on the
material composition, starting with protrusions of HPC ester from a cellulose matrix (3 parts
TMSC and 1 part HPC ester) and ending with the inverted picture of cellulose cavities in a
HPC ester matrix (1 part TMSC and 3 parts HPC ester). Correlation of the surface roughness
with the obtained friction forces demonstrated, that the surfaces with the highest roughness
(1 part TMSC and 3 parts HPC ester) exhibited the lowest friction coefficient and vice versa.
Finally, the non-specific adsorption of protein (BSA as model) on the different surfaces was
investigated via SPR and QCM-D. The low non-specific adsorption of pure cellulose could be
increased gradually through the blending with the HPC ester, and we were able to determine
that the surface free energy (SFE) was the dominating factor that influenced the adsorption.
The correlation between surface free energy and blend-composition was not linearly
correlated to the SFE, which is attributed to non-linear phase separation and strong changes
in the films morphology depending on the composition. These bio-derived blend materials
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could be of use in protein assays (i.e. laminar flow assays) to tune protein retention and
absorption for localized increasing of analyte concentrations.
To extend the range of possible uses for HPC derivatives we modified the base polymer
further using unsaturated 10-undenoic acid, which left us with a hydrophilic, water absorbing
polymer that contained unsaturated side chains. This work was complemented by addition of
stearic acid substituents, which in turn yielded a hydrophobic polymer containing unsaturated
moieties. We then investigated different approaches to crosslink these compounds utilizing
two photo-radical generating species, benzophenone (BP, λ ex: 235 nm or 365 nm) and 4,4′Bis(diethylamino)benzophenone (DEABP, λ ex:405 nm) that could be excited by different light
sources. During these trials we found, that DEABP could very efficiently be excited by a cheap
and abundant 405 nm-laser, a device commonly found in blue-ray-players. This enabled the
use of a x/y movement system in combination with the aforementioned laser diode and an
electronic control unit to generate spatially fine resolved (spotsize ~ 50 µm) polymernetworks trough lithographic means without the need for a stencil or photomask.
Furthermore, the illumination time to initiate the crosslinking reaction could be dramatically
reduced to 5-30 ms, compared to the illumination trough a conventional UV-lamp, which is
needed for BP-based systems, and ranges in in the order of 10 minutes. This reduction is
possible because of the very high energy flux, which is provided by the laser beam
(100 J/cm²s) compared to the 254 nm UV lamp (0,030 J/cm²s). Analysis of the swelling
behavior was carried out using a confocal laser scanning microscope. We facilitated this
method through the modification of glass slides with allyl triethoxysilane, in an effort to
generate an anchor point for the polymer network. These slides were subsequently dip coated
with a solution of the polymer and DEABP to generate a thin film on the surface. In the next
step the coated glass slides were illuminated with the laser-system for different amounts of
time to generate the network, and finally rinsed with solvent to remove excess polymer. For
the actual swelling analysis, the CLSM scans a single row of pixels while moving the sample in
z-direction. Through the fast operation of the system it is possible to capture a live video of
the cross-section during the swelling process, which revealed, that for low netpoint densities
the swelling followed a first order kinetic, which demonstrates, that in this configuration the
swelling is controlled by the diffusion of the solvent. High crosslinking densities (i.e. longer
illumination times) in turn led to a more complex kinetic, which was the result of hindered
diffusion when solvent migrates to the lower areas of the network, necessitation it to pass
through the already swollen, highly crosslinked gel. The netpoint density, and thus the
swelling behavior could be adjusted through modulation of the laser-illumination time, which
led to degrees of swelling between 2 and 6, relative to the dry materials, corresponding to
netpoint densities between about 2 µmol/cm³ and 180 µmol/cm³. In a proof-of-principle
experiment we generated two microfluidic channels, which each contained one patch of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic polymer, respectively. Both channels were then flooded with a
solution of pyrene in water and monitored under UV-light to determine the distribution of this
model pollutant via grey value analysis of the obtained images. It was revealed that the
hydrophilic patch did not affect the pollutant in any way, which was to be expected. The
hydrophobic patch on the other hand was able to extract the pyrene, at least partially, which
was evident through a reduction of the grey-value between the areas located before and after
the patch of 27 %. In the future, it should be investigated if, through tuning of the netpoint
density, these polymer gels could be adjusted to selectively bind different analytes, e.g. bio
macromolecules or to yield variable spots for live cell adhesion.
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As mentioned above, a range of research-paths was spawned by the initial investigations on
HPC ester coatings. The earlier trials using DASA-modified HPC ester nanoparticles sparked
the interest of the group of Annette Andrieu-Brunsen (Technische Universität Darmstadt,
Germany) who is specialized in (porous) silane based surface coatings and membranes. A
cooperation project with the goal to incorporate DASA modified silanes in silane based
coatings on paper was started, and we began with reference experiments using a plain TEOS
dip coating solution and eucalyptus paper made in the laboratory. During this initial test we
found that the paper sheets, after the silane was cured at 130 °C to form silica, were becoming
hydrophobic on one side while remaining hydrophilic on the other, essentially creating a
Janus-type membrane. This was quiet surprising as both components of this system, the paper
and the silica coating, are intrinsically hydrophilic. Further investigation into the matter
revealed that the hydrophobic side of the paper faced upwards during the curing process and
the hydrophilic side faced downwards. To analyze the silica distribution, Rhodamine B was
added to the TEOS solution as a fluorescent label and the process was repeated. The labeled
sample was embedded in a resin and sliced to yield cross sections which could be analyzed in
the CLSM to yield information about the relative silica distribution, which revealed that the
hydrophobic top surface exhibited a significant higher amount of silica deposition, indicating
that the curing process causes the TEOS to migrate fast to the top, than to the bottom due to
faster solvent evaporation. This was confirmed via the complementary curing of another
sample set under vacuum, eliminating the differences in evaporation rate, which led to
samples that for one were hydrophilic on both surfaces and did not exhibit a significant
difference in silica deposition when comparing top and bottom. Furthermore, the TEOS
concentration of the dip coating solution was altered in both directions to alter the absolute
amount of deposited silica. The coatings with low TEOS concentrations led, without regard
for the curing method, to hydrophilic surfaces on all sides, while all surfaces of the trials with
high TEOS concentrations were hydrophobic. Now it became clear, that there had to be a
threshold amount of coating that has to be exceeded to generate the de-wetting properties. To
access this value, we carried out thermo gravimetric analysis to determine the absolute
amount of deposited silica, through correlation with the CLSM data of the distribution we
were able to calculate that the threshold is located somewhere between 1.85 and 2.05 % silica
relative to the fiber mass. In conjunction with the control of the silica distribution even lower
absolute silica amounts (as low as 1.6 %) are enough to generate a hydrophobic paper. Given
typical paper fiber surface areas (1 to 6 m²/g) these amounts of silica translate to
exceptionally low coating thicknesses somewhere in the range of 10 to 70 nm on the fiber
surface. Most intriguingly the Janus-type membrane was able to separate oil and water, which
was demonstrated using colored liquids. Materials that are capable of these type of tasks are
conventionally creates by laborious multi step processes, involving perfluorinated compounds
and polymer membranes. Our process on the other hand results essentially in paper sheets
coated with sand and is completed in a single and easy to perform step, which led to a patent
application and publication.
In summary this project led to a process that would be easily scalable to industrial application.
Further work on this topic will have to focus on detailed investigation of the microstructure
on the silica on the fiber surfaces, e.g. via TEM after removal of the cellulose through
dissolution. Another point of interest is the effect of partial silica coating on the microfluidic
properties of the papers and the possibility to tune adhesion of analytes or tune flow rates via
adjustment of the silica amount.
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7. Experimental Part
In this section the experimental procedures utilized in the part of the thesis outside of the
cumulative part will be presented. For the procedures utilized in the cumulative part, the
reader is referred to the respective publications.

7.1. Reagents and Solvents
Acronal®
Acetic acid
Bovine serum albumin

BASF
Fisher, 97 %
Sigma-Aldrich, >95 %)

CaCl2

Grüssing, 99 %

CDCl3

Sigma Aldrich, 99.8 %

Chloroform
Cellulose acetate butyrate

Roth, 99 %
Sigma-Aldrich

Deuterium oxide

Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8 %

Didodecylamine

Fisher, 97 %

Diethylamine

Roth, 99 %

Dihexylamine

Acros Organics, 98 %

Diisopropylethylamine
4-Dimethylaminopyridine
Dioctadecylamine

Fluka, 99 %
Sigma-Aldrich, 99 %
TCI, 99 %

Disodium phosphate heptahydrate

Sigma-Aldrich, >99 %

Glycidyltrimethylammonium chloride

Sigma-Aldrich, >90 %

Hostaphan®-film

Mitsubishi HiTec

Hydrochloric acid

Sigma-Aldrich, 37 %

Hydroxyethyl cellulose 90k

Sigma-Aldrich

Hydroxyethyl cellulose 250k

Sigma-Aldrich

Hydroxyethyl cellulose 720k

Sigma-Aldrich

Hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose

Sigma-Aldrich

Hydroxypropyl cellulose
Lauric acid chloride
Methanol

Alfa Aesar, Mw 100.000 g/mol
Acros Organics, 98 %
Brenntag, technical grade

Methyl cellulose 1600 Cps

Alfa Aesar

Methyl cellulose 8000 Cps

Alfa Aesar

Molecular sieve
Myristic acid chloride
n-Hexane
Palmitic acid chloride
2-Propanol
Propionic acid chloride
Pyridine
ROPAQUE™ AF-1570

Experimental Part

Roth, 3 Å
Aldrich, 97 %
Brenntag, technical grade
Merck, 98 %
Brenntag, technical grade
Acros Organics, 98 %
Fisher, 99 %
DOW
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Sodium dihydrogen phosphate monohydrate

Sigma-Aldrich, >99 %

Sodium hydroxide

Grüssing, 99 %

Sodium hypochlorite (6-14% active Cl2)

Merck

Stearic acid

Merck, 97 %

Styronal®

BASF

Tetrahydrofuran

Roth, 98 %)

(2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxyl

Sigma-Aldrich, 98 %

Thionyl chloride

Sigma-Aldrich, 97 %

Toluene

Sigma Aldrich, 99.9 %

Triethylamine
Trimethylsilyl cellulose

Roth, 99 %
-1

Avicel, Mw 185000 g mol , Mn 30400 g mol-1

THF (Roth, 98 %) and chloroform (Roth, 99 %) were dried according to standard procedures,
stored over molecular sieve 3 Å and under argon atmosphere. All chemicals were, if not
explicitly otherwise stated, used as received.
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7.2. Paper Modification and Analysis
7.2.1. Preparation of nano particle dispersions from cellulose acetate butyrate
2800 mL isopropanol and 1200 mL distilled water are placed in a 5000 mL beaker. At room
temperature, 1000 mL of a 1 wt-% THF-containing cellulose acetate butyrate solution are
added from a separating funnel. The precipitation of particles begins with a blue coloration of
the solution, which is characteristic for nanoprecipitation. After complete addition, the
suspension is stirred for a further to complete solvent exchange. After sedimentation of the
particles, the supernatant is decanted and the suspension separated at the centrifuge. The
particles are rinsed twice with distilled water and separated again at the centrifuge. The solids
content is determined using a dry balance. For observation of the temporal development of
the particles after precipitation samples are taken at appropriate intervals (10 to 30 min).

7.2.2. Engineering of coating color formulation using CAB nano particles
To retain comparability all coating color formulations are adjusted to a solid content of
11.75 % and an absolute particle content of 100 mg. The formulations (Table 7-1 through
Table 7-26) are evaluated with regards to coating homogeneity, runability and opacity.

7.2.3. Compositions of investigated formulations
Table 7-1: Reference formulation with variation of binder content.

Sample

Ropaque AF
1570 [mg]

Ropaque AF
1570 [µL]

Binder
[mg]

Binder
[µL]

H2O
[µL]

1
2
3
4
5

100
100
100
100
100

558
558
558
558
558

75
50
25
15
5

147,4
98,3
49,1
29,5
9,8

1525,8
1256,2
986,6
878,7
770,9

Table 7-2: Addition of variable salt (NaCl) content.

Sample

Particle
[mg]

NaCl
[µL]

H2O
[µL]

6
7
8
9
10

100
100
100
100
100

50
125
250
375
0

825
750
625
500
875

Table 7-3: Addition of variable salt (CaCl2) content.

Sample

Particle
[mg]

NaCl
[µL]

H2O
[µL]

11
12
13
14
15

100
100
100
100
100

25
50
125
250
375

850
825
750
625
500

Experimental Part
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Table 7-4: Addition of variable salt (NaCl) and binder (Styronal®) content.

Sample

Particle
[mg]

NaCl
[µL]

Binder
[mg]

Binder
[µL]

H2O
[µL]

16
17
18
19
20
21

100
100
100
100
100
100

50
125
50
125
25
25

1
2
2
1
1
2

11,8
23,6
23,6
11,8
11,8
23,6

714,2
640,1
715,1
581,8
681,8
682,8

Table 7-5: Addition of variable salt (CaCl2) and binder (Styronal®) content.

Sample

Particle [mg]

22
23
24
25
26

100
100
100
100
100

CaCl2
[µL]
25
25
25
25
25

Binder
[mg]
75
50
25
15
5

Binder
[µL]
147,4
98,3
49,1
29,5
10

H2O
[µL]
1536,1
1266,5
996,9
889,0
781,2

Table 7-6: Addition of variable salt (NaCl) and polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 9010®) content.

Sample

Particle [mg]

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

NaCl
[µL]
25
50
75
125
25
50
75
125
25
50
75
125

Lupamin
9010 [mg]
75
75
75
75
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25

Lupamin
9010 [µL]
490,2
490,2
490,2
490,2
326,8
326,8
326,8
326,8
163,4
163,4
163,4
163,4

H2O
[µL]
1146,9
1121,9
1096,9
1046,9
991,6
966,6
941,6
891,6
836,2
811,2
786,2
736,2

Table 7-7: : Addition of variable salt (NaCl) and polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 4500®) content.

Sample

Particle [mg]

NaCl
[µL]

Lupamin
4500 [mg]

Lupamin
4500 [µL]

H2O
[µL]

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

25
50
75
125
25
50
75
125

75
75
75
75
50
50
50
50

579,2
579,2
579,2
579,2
386,1
386,1
386,1
386,1

1234,2
1209,2
1184,2
1134,2
940,4
915,4
890,4
840,4

126

Experimental Part

Table 7-8: Addition of variable salt (CaCl2) and polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 4500®) content.

Sample

Particle [mg]

CaCl2
[µL]

Lupamin
4500 [mg]

Lupamin
4500 [µL]

H2O
[µL]

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

25
50
75
125
25
50
75
125

75
75
75
75
50
50
50
50

579,2
579,2
579,2
579,2
386,1
386,1
386,1
386,1

1234,2
1209,2
1184,2
1134,2
940,4
915,4
890,4
840,4

Table 7-9: Addition of variable salt (CaCl2) and polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 9010®) content.

Sample

Particle [mg]

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

CaCl2
[µL]
25
50
75
125
25
50
75
125
25
50
75
125

Lupamin
9010 [mg]
75
75
75
75
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25

Lupamin
9010 [µL]
490,2
490,2
490,2
490,2
326,8
326,8
326,8
326,8
163,4
163,4
163,4
163,4

H2O
[µL]
832,9
807,9
499,7
449,7
557,8
532,8
507,8
457,8
565,8
540,8
515,8
465,8

Table 7-10: Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 4500®) content.

Sample

Particle [mg]

Lupamin
4500 [mg]

Lupamin
4500 [µL]

H2O
[µL]

72
73
74
75
76

100
100
100
100
100

75
50
25
15
5

579,2
386,1
193,1
155,8
38,6

941,9
816,2
690,5
640,2
589,9

Table 7-11: Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 9010®) content.

Sample

Particle [mg]

Lupamin
9010 [mg]

Lupamin
9010 [µL]

H2O
[µL]

67
68
69
70
71

100
100
100
100
100

75
50
25
15
5

490,2
326,8
163,4
98
32,7

1030,8
875,5
720,1
658,0
595,8

Experimental Part
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Table 7-12: Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Percol 47®) content..

Sample

Particle [mg]

Percol 47
[mg]

Percol 47
[µL]

H2O
[µL]

77
78

100
100

75
50

490,2
326,8

1030,8
875,5

Table 7-13: Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 9010®) and binder (Styronal®) content.

Sample

Particle [mg]

Lupamin
9010 [mg]

Lupamin
9010 [µL]

Binder
[mg]

Binder
[µL]

H2O
[µL]

79
80
81
82
83

100
100
100
100
100

50
50
50
50
50

326,8
326,8
326,8
326,8
326,8

75
50
25
15
5

147,4
98,3
49,1
29,5
10

1994,5
1724,5
1145,1
1037,2
929,4

Table 7-14: Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 4500®) and binder (Styronal®) content.

Sample

Particle [mg]

Lupamin
4500 [mg]

Lupamin
4500 [µL]

Binder
[mg]

Binder
[µL]

H2O
[µL]

84
85
86
87
88

100
100
100
100
100

50
50
50
50
50

386,1
386,1
386,1
386,1
386,1

75
50
25
15
5

147,4
98,3
49,1
29,5
10

1625
1355,4
1273,3
1165,4
1057,6

Table 7-15: Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 4500®) and binder (Styronal®) content at alkaline pH.

Sample Particle
[mg]
89
90
91
92
93
94

100
100
100
100
100
100

Lupamin
4500 [mg]

Lupamin
4500 [µL]

NaOH
[µL]

Binder
[mg]

Binder
[µL]

H2O
[µL]

pH

50
50
50
50
50
50

386,1
386,1
386,1
386,1
386,1
386,1

25
50
100
150
200
300

50
50
50
50
50
50

98,3
98,3
98,3
98,3
98,3
98,3

1517,9
1492,9
1442,9
1392,9
1353,9
1253,9

8
8
8
8-9
8-9
9

Table 7-16: Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 9010®) and binder (Styronal®) content at alkaline pH.

Sample Particle [mg]
95
96
97
98
99
100

128

100
100
100
100
100
100

Lupamin
9010 [mg]

Lupamin
9010 [µL]

NaOH
[µL]

Binder
[mg]

Binder
[µL]

H2O
[µL]

pH

50
50
50
50
50
50

326,8
326,8
326,8
326,8
326,8
326,8

25
50
100
150
200
300

50
50
50
50
50
50

98,3
98,3
98,3
98,3
98,3
98,3

1517,9
1492,9
1442,9
1392,9
1353,9
1253,9

8
8
8
8-9
9
9

Experimental Part

Table 7-17: Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 4500®) and binder (Styronal®) content at acidic pH.

Sample Particle [mg]
101
102
103
104
105
106

100
100
100
100
100
100

Lupamin
4500 [mg]

Lupamin
4500 [µL]

HCl
[µL]

Binder
[mg]

Binder
[µL]

H2O
[µL]

pH

50
50
50
50
50
50

386,1
386,1
386,1
386,1
386,1
386,1

25
50
100
150
200
300

50
50
50
50
50
50

98,3
98,3
98,3
98,3
98,3
98,3

1517,9
1492,9
1442,9
1392,9
1353,9
1253,9

7-8
7-6
7-6
6
6
6

Table 7-18: Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 9010®) and binder (Styronal®) content at acidic pH.

Sample Particle [mg]
107
108
109
110
111
112

100
100
100
100
100
100

Lupamin
9010 [mg]

Lupamin
9010 [µL]

HCl
[µL]

Binder
[mg]

Binder
[µL]

H2O
[µL]

pH

50
50
50
50
50
50

326,8
326,8
326,8
326,8
326,8
326,8

25
50
100
150
200
300

50
50
50
50
50
50

98,3
98,3
98,3
98,3
98,3
98,3

1517,9
1492,9
1442,9
1392,9
1353,9
1253,9

7-8
7-8
7
7
7-6
6

Table 7-19: : Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Percol 47®), salt (CaCl2), and defoaming agent content.

Sample Particle [mg]
113

100

PEL
[mg]
25

114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

25
25
25
25
25
50
50
50
50
50
50
75
75
75
75

Defoam.
[mg]
0,1

CaCl2
[µL]
50

PEL
[µL]
326,8

Defoam.
[PµL]
3,3

H2O
[µL]
682,2

0,5
0,1
0,5
0,1
0,5
0,1
0,5
0,1
0,5
0,1
0,5
0,1
0,5
0,1
0,5

50
75
75
125
125
25
25
50
50
125
125
50
50
125
125

326,8
326,8
326,8
326,8
326,8
653,6
653,6
653,6
653,6
653,6
653,6
980,4
980,4
980,4
980,4

16,4
3,3
16,4
3,3
16,4
3,3
16,4
3,3
16,4
3,3
16,4
3,3
16,4
3,3
16,4

674,1
657,2
649,1
607,2
599,1
699,1
691,1
674,1
666,1
599,1
591,1
666,1
658,0
591,1
583,0

Table 7-20: Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 9010®), salt (NaCl), and defoaming agent content.

Sample Partikel
129
130

100
100

Experimental Part

Lupamin
9010 [mg]
25
25

Defoam.
[mg]
0,1
0,5

NaCl
[µL]
25
25

Lupamin
9010 [µL]
326,8
326,8

Defoam.
[µL]
3,3
16,4

H2O
[µL]
707,2
699,1

129

Table 7-21: Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 4500®), salt (CaCl2), and defoaming agent content.

Sampl
e

Particle
[mg]

Lupamin
Defoam.
4500 [mg] [mg]

131
132
133
134

100
100
100
100

75
75
75
75

CaCl2 Lupamin
[µL]
4500
[µL]
50
579,2
50
579,2
125
579,2
125
579,2

0,1
0,5
0,1
0,5

Defoam.
[µL]

H2O
[µL]

3,3
16,4
3,3
16,4

1067,3
1059,3
992,3
984,3

Table 7-22: Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 9010®), salt (CaCl2) ,and defoaming agent content.

Sampl
e

Particle [mg] Lupamin
9010 [mg]

Defoam.
[mg]

CaCl2
[µL]

Lupamin
9010 [µL]

Defoam.
[µL]

H2O
[µL]

135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

1,0
1,5
1,0
1,5
1,0
1,5
1,0
1,5
1,0
1,5
1,0
1,5
1,0
1,5
1,0
1,5

125,0
125,0
25,0
25,0
50,0
50,0
75,0
75,0
125,0
125,0
50,0
50,0
75,0
75,0
125,0
125,0

326,8
326,8
653,6
653,6
653,6
653,6
653,6
653,6
653,6
653,6
980,4
980,4
980,4
980,4
980,4
980,4

32,9
49,3
32,9
49,3
32,9
49,3
32,9
49,3
32,9
49,3
32,9
49,3
32,9
49,3
32,9
49,3

389,2
379,1
481,2
471,1
456,2
446,1
431,2
421,1
381,2
371,1
448,1
438,0
423,1
413,0
373,1
363,0

25
25
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
75
75
75
75
75
75

Table 7-23: Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 4500®), salt (CaCl2), and defoaming agent content.

Sampl
e

Particle [mg] Lupamin
Defoam.
4500 [mg] [mg]

CaCl2
[µL]

Lupamin Defoam.
4500 [µL] [µL]

H2O
[µL]

151
152
153
154
155
156

100
100
100
100
100
100

50,0
50,0
125,0
125,0
125,0
125,0

579,2
579,2
579,2
579,2
579,2
579,2

849,4
839,3
670,1
660,1
82,5
72,4

75
75
75
75
75
75

1,0
1,5
1,0
1,5
1,0
1,5

32,9
49,3
32,9
49,3
32,9
49,3

Table 7-24: Addition of variable polyelectrolyte (Lupamin 4500®), and binder (Styronal®) content.

Sample

Particle [mg]

157
158
159

100
100
100

130

Lupamin
4500 [mg]
50
50
50

Lupamin
4500 [µL]
386,1
386,1
386,1

Binder
[mg]
75
25
15

Binder
[µL]
147,4
49,1
29,5

H2O
[µL]
2219,7
1680,5
1572,6

Experimental Part

Table 7-25: Addition of variable polyvinyl alcohol (85 % hydrolyzed) content. Further addition of PVA to the
precipitation solution.

Sample

Particle [mg]

PVA
[mg]

PVA
[µL]

H2O
[µL]

160
161
162
163
165
166
167
168

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

5
10
25
50
5
10
25
50

100
200
500
1000
1500
100
200
500

704,3
668
559,3
378
196,8
413
376,7
268

Table 7-26: Addition of variable polyvinyl alcohol (85 % hydrolyzed) content. Further addition of PVA to the
precipitation solution. Subsequent variation of coating speed.

Sample

Particle [mg]

169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

PVA
[mg]
10
15
20
30
35
40
50
10
15
20

PVA
[µL]
200
300
400
600
700
800
1000
200
300
400

H2O
[µL]
376,7
340,5
304,2
231,7
195,5
159,2
86,7
668
631,8
595,5

7.2.4. Coating and thermal printing of CAB-formulations
Coating was carried out on translucent Hostaphan-membranes as substrate, using an
automatic film-applicator by BYK and a blade applicator with a 60 µm gap. Subsequently the
samples were parted and one half was dried in a natural convection hot air oven which was
preheated to 70 °C for 30 min. Subsequently the thermal printing capabilities were evaluated
using an CNC-IR-laser with adjustable power-output (custom built), the parameters used are
displayed in Table 7-27.
Table 7-27: Parameters of the employed CNC-Laser-System.

Parameter

Setting

Power(rel.) [%]

10 - 100

Power-Output (max.) [W]

30

Frequency[Hz]

100

Resolution[µm]

40

Speed [mm/s]

2000

Heating time [ms]

3

Experimental Part
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7.3. Polymer Synthesis
7.3.1. Swern oxidation of HPC
The oxidation of HPC via the Swern-route was carried out by dissolving 1.29 mL oxalyl
chloride (15 mmol, 5 eq.) in 3 mL THF and chilling this mixture to -78 °C. Subsequently
2.15 mL (30 mmol, 10 eq.) diluted in 3 mL THF were added dropwise, followed by stirring for
15 minutes. Now 0.49 g HPC (1 mmol, 1 eq.) dissolved in 50 mL THF were added dropwise
and the reaction mixture was stirred for 30 minutes. After this period 6.24 mL trimethylamine
(45 mmol, 15 eq.) were added and cooling was removed. The reaction mixture was then
stirred for 3 h and precipitated in n-hexane. The crude product was purified via dissolution
and subsequent precipitation. After drying under reduced pressure the 1H-Analysis of the pure
product revealed, that no oxidization has occurred.

7.3.2. TEMPO mediated oxidation of HPC with sodium hypochlorite
The (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxidanyl (TEMPO) mediated oxidation of HPC with
sodium hypochlorite as oxidant was carried out according to the following general procedure:
hydroxypropyl cellulose was dissolved in water and chilled to 2°C in an ice-bath. To the
stirred solution, sodium bromide is added, as well as a solution of TEMPO in chloroform
which leads to a biphasic and turbid system. After the addition of the oxidizing agent, sodium
hypochlorite, the reaction is left to heat up to 23 °C under continued stirring for 12 h.
Afterwards the phases are separated and the aqueous phase is washed 3 times with
chloroform. The unified organic phases are dried over MgSO4 and approximately 75 % of the
solvent are removed under reduced pressure. The residual solution is precipitated in n-hexane
and purified via threefold re-dissolution and re-precipitation. Finally, the product is dried
under reduced pressure. The actual formulation used are listed in Table 7-28 to Table 7-35.
Table 7-28: Composition of the reaction mixture used in the TEMPO mediated oxidation of HPC; 1st formulation.

Reagent

n[mmol]

m [mg]

HPC
Water
TEMPO
CHCl3
NaBr
NaOCl (6 wt.% solution)

1

490

V [mL]

35
1,5

234
100

0,3
6

30
0,45

7,5

Table 7-29: Composition of the reaction mixture used in the TEMPO mediated oxidation of HPC; 2 nd formulation.

Reagent

n[mmol]

m [mg]

HPC
Water
TEMPO
CHCl3
NaBr
NaOCl (6 wt.% solution)

1

490

132

V [mL]

35
1.5

234
100

0.3
2

30
150

2.5

Experimental Part

Table 7-30: Composition of the reaction mixture used in the TEMPO mediated oxidation of HPC; 3 rd formulation.

Reagent

n[mmol]

m [mg]

HPC
Water
TEMPO
CHCl3
NaBr
NaOCl (6 wt.% solution)

50

25

V [mL]

500
7.5

1170

15
50

1500
3750

100
62.5

Table 7-31: Composition of the reaction mixture used in the TEMPO mediated oxidation of HPC; 4 th formulation.

Reagent

n[mmol]

m [mg]

HPC
Water
TEMPO
CHCl3
NaBr
NaOCl (6 wt.% solution)

1

500

V [mL]

50
0.15

23

0.3
6

30
450

10
7.5

Table 7-32: Composition of the reaction mixture used in the TEMPO mediated oxidation of HPC; 5 th formulation.

Reagent

n[mmol]

m [mg]

HPC
Water
TEMPO
CHCl3
NaBr
NaOCl (6 wt.% solution)

1

500

V [mL]

50
0.15

23

0.3
6

30
450

10
7.5

Table 7-33: Composition of the reaction mixture used in the TEMPO mediated oxidation of HPC; 6 th formulation.

Reagent

n[mmol]

m [mg]

HPC
Water
TEMPO
CHCl3
NaBr
NaOCl (6 wt.% solution)

1

500

Experimental Part

V [mL]

10
0.15

23

0.3
6

30
450

100
7.5
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Table 7-34: Composition of the reaction mixture used in the TEMPO mediated oxidation of HPC; 7th formulation.

Reagent

n[mmol]

m [mg]

HPC
Water
TEMPO
CHCl3
NaBr
NaOCl (6 wt.% solution)

1

500

V [mL]

50
0.15

23

0.3
6

30
450

100
7.5

Table 7-35: Composition of the reaction mixture used in the TEMPO mediated oxidation of HPC; 8 th formulation.

Reagent

n[mmol]

m [mg]

HPC
Water
TEMPO
CHCl3
NaBr
NaOCl (6 wt.% solution)

10

5

134

V [mL]

250
1.5

230

3
60

300
4.5

500
75

Experimental Part

7.3.3. Synthesis of HPC-2-hydroxy-N,N,N-trimethyl-3-ammonium-propyl-ether
The synthesis of HPC-2-Hydroxy-N,N,N-trimethyl-3-ammonium-propyl-ether (GAC-HPC)
(Figure 7-1) was carried out using a solution of 5 g HPC (10 mmol, 1 eq.) in 100 mL dry THF.
4.516 g glycidyltrimethylammonium chloride (10 mmol, 1 eq.) and 50 µL concentrated
sulfuric acid were added. The reaction mixture was heated to 80 °C for 3 and 6 h,
respectively. The reaction mixture war precipitated in cold (5 °C) toluene to afford the crude
product. After removal of excess liquid the swollen solid was dissolved using 150 mL of
ethanol and reprecipitated in toluene. This process was repeated 3 times to afford the purified
products with a DSGAC after 3 h of 0.58 (83 % yield) and DSGAC after 6 h of 1.16 h (86 %
yield).

Figure 7-1: Synthesis of GAC-HPC using the sulfuric acid catalyzed etherification. The process led to good yields and
gave suitable control over the degree of derivatization which enabled us to create several different GAC-HPC
derivatization.

7.4. Wet end paper additives
7.4.1. Analysis of the retention of wet-end additives for paper
To determine the retention a given polymer in the fiber matrix the fiber material was initially
hydrated. For this purpose, 48 g of air dried fiber material are soaked in 2.5 liters of water for
24 h and subsequently pulped using an Estanit pulping device (75,000 revolutions over
25 min) The resulting suspension was diluted to 4 L and for each test 166 mL of this
suspension were used. The given polymer of interest was added as solution and the whole
sample diluted to 250 mL and subsequently filtered to separate the liquid. The liquid phase
was evaporated and the residual solids were gravimetrically analyzed to determine the
amount of polymer that did not bind to the fiber material. Note, that for this process to yield
accurate results, a precise determination of the water-extractables-content has to be carried
out in the first place and considered in the calculation.

Experimental Part
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7.4.2. Photometric determination of the LCST of various cellulose esters
The LCST of the cellulose ethers used during the investigation into beneficial effects of biobased LCST-polymers were determined using a custom rig consisting of a photometer, a
thermostat, and a water bath as shown in Figure 7-2. Initially 15 mL of a solution of the
cellulose ether of interest was placed inside the heated vessel. The system was then equipped
with a thermal couple and the photometer probe. The photometer was set to monitor
transmission at 600 nm.

Figure 7-2: Setup utilized for the determination of the LCST of different cellulose ethers.

In the next step the water bath is heated from room temperature up until the transmission has
dropped to a constant value, i.e. until the LCST is surpassed. The video is then analyzed to
extract correlated data of temperature and transmission and plot them for the determination
of the LCST. In Figure 7-3, an example of such data is provided.
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Figure 7-3: Correlation of the data obtained from the photometer with the thermostat. When the LCST is passed,
the polymer precipitates from solution, which increases the turbidity of the solution and subsequently decreases
the transmission measured by the photometer.

7.4.3. Analysis of the drying rate of paper sheets formed using a lab scale sheet
former
This procedure is identical to 7.4.1 up to the point where the polymer solution is added to the
fibers. After the Polymer solution is added the fiber suspension is diluted up to a final volume
of 0.5 L. this suspension is used in a Räpid-Koethen sheet-former, where the paper sheet is
formed according to DIN EN ISO 5269-2. After the sheet formation the samples are dried in
the hydrothermal drying unit in 30 second steps and residual moisture is determined for every
sample to acquire information on how the additives effect the drying-rate.
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